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A

lthough spring seemingly has yet to decide whether
it has finally emerged from the longest winter any of
us can remember, the days are lengthening, the air has
a certain warmth and people's thoughts turn naturally to
those of festivals. Beer festivals of course, and the season has already kicked off, with events over recent
weeks at the Fox, the Carpenters Arms, the Five Bells at
Eastry, the new Pier Three, Chambers in Folkestone
and the Winter Gardens in Margate (Thanet CAMRA) –
apologies to any we have missed. So forget the stagnating economy and fracturing political scene, and spend a
few hours over the coming months enjoying some good
Kentish beer. Our Branch Diary (page 3) lists all the
ones we know about.
For beer drinkers, the big event so far this year was
Chancellor of the Exchequer George Osborne's scrapping of the Duty Escalator in his annual budget, due, in
no small part, to CAMRA's vigorous campaigning (see
page 4). Let us hope that together with the 1p per pint
drop in beer duty, announced at the same time, we are
now entering a more realistic and less damaging approach to taxing beer, more in line with that of our European partners, all of whom pay less, and not a few many
times less, than we do.
As well as all the usual items, and offering a welcome to
a number of new outlets for real ale (see Local News),
this edition of Channel Draught includes an alternative
view of last autumn's Beery Boaters trip, an analysis of
the new phenomena of micro pubs and craft brewing,
and a look a rare survivor from an earlier age.

Martin Atkins

Format: Microsoft Word /
Publisher/PDF or any common graphics format plus
printed copy.
Please submit copy for
Summer Edition by
31st May 2013
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EVENTS DIARY
Mon 20 May
Fri 24 – Sun 26 May
Fri 24 – Sun 26 May
Fri 24 – Mon 27 May
Fri 24 – Mon 27 May
Sat 25 May
Fri 14 - Sat 15 June
Mon 17 Jun
Fri 12 - Sun 14 July
Mon 15 Jul
Thur 18 - Sat 20 July
Thur 25 - Sat 27 July
Sat 27 Jul
Sat 3 Aug
Tue 13 - Sat 17 Aug
Mon 19 Aug
Wed 21 Aug

Branch Meeting, The Rising Sun, East Stourmouth.
Beer Festival Crabble Corn Mill, River, Dover*
Beer Festival, Haywain, Bramling*
Beer Festival, New Inn, Canterbury*
Beer Festival, Rose, Wickhambreaux*
Real Ale Tent, Deal Classic Car & Motor Show ,
Walmer Green (in aid of RNLI)*
Beer Festival, Kent & East Sussex Railway, Tenterden
Branch Meeting, The Blue Pigeons, Worth.
Sandwich Folk & Ale Festival*
Branch Meeting, The Anchor, Wingham - includes Special General Meeting to ratify yearly Treasurer’s Report
and the Election of Branch Committee from 2013 AGM
CAMRA Kent Beer Festival, Merton Farm, Canterbury
Beer Festival, Berry, Canada Rd, Walmer*
Pub of the Year Presentation, The Berry, Walmer.
CAMRA Stagecoach Bus Trip - The Northwest Frontier
CAMRA Great British Beer Festival, Olympia, London
Branch Meeting, The King’s Head, Kingsdown.
CAMRA Cricket Tent, St Lawrence Ground, Canterbury

Branch Website

www.camra-dds.org.uk

Branch meetings are held every third Monday of each month and start at 7.30pm.
For full details about rural rambles & pub strolls, please email john@ramblingrumbler.plus.com or
call 01304 214153.
Events marked * are not organised by CAMRA
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DUTY ESCALATOR SCRAPPED
S

ince 2008, and Labour Chancellor Alistair Darling's introduction of the alcohol
duty escalator, beer drinkers and pubs have had to endure a regular annual
increase in duty of 2% above the rate of inflation. To put it in terms of pure cash,
the price of a pint in the pub rose each year by at least 10p over and above whatever other cost increases it had to bear – i.e. rises in VAT, the price of malt, pubco
rent, etc. At last perhaps Government has seen sense: in this year's budget
George Osborne scrapped it.
For five years CAMRA had campaigned against this destructive and unnecessary
tax, which at least for the final year of its existence actually reduced the Chancellor's revenue from beer duty, and probably at no time generated much in the way of
extra income. While there might have been some case for its imposition on wines
and spirits, both historically comparatively cheap, to include draught beers was to
heap further difficulties on the already struggling pubs industry. Added to competition from the low prices of the off trade, the smoking ban, the discouragement of
visiting the pub during lunchbreak, and the many alternatives to popping round to
the local it seemed just another nail in the coffin.
CAMRA's campaign culminated last year in the e-mail petition, which secured a
debate on the subject in Parliament, and the mass lobby of MPs in December,
who, led by Greg Mulholland and the Save the Pub Group gave wide support, from
all sides of the House. We hope that the Chancellor's conversion has not come too
late and that he has been listening to our arguments, and not, as some of a cynical
disposition might suggest, merely responded to the blunt fact that at the level that
beer tax had now reached any further increases were likely to be counter productive in terms of tax take. His reduction in duty by 1p – the first drop in beer duty
according to some since 1973 and others since 1959 – certainly has about it the
feel of testing of the water in terms of beer duty income.
Not everyone was happy, however. The Wine and Spirit Trade Association condemned the chancellor for his support of pubs and the cutting of beer tax, claiming
there was a European Union legal precedent to suggesting it could not be done.
But the government rejected the criticism saying that the law merely required duty
on average-strength beer and wine to be broadly similar. In recent years both have
increased, but that on wine by less than that on beer. (See Last Knockings)
Following the scrapping of the escalator George Osborne and two other ministers
accepted invitations to a celebratory event at the Westminster Arms attended by
CAMRA, industry campaigners and many MPs. All Parliamentary Beer Group
chairman Andrew Griffiths summed up the campaign's success, “We should not
under estimate what we have actually achieved when the chancellor announced he
was not only scrapping the much hated beer duty escalator but he was cutting beer
duty by 1p.”
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Welcome to

Ladywell, Dover CT16 1DF
Tel 01304 203300
Victorian Freehouse & Restaurant
Open All Day 7 Days a week
Restaurant and Snack Menu available every day except Monday
5 en-suite letting rooms
Live Entertainment

Real Ales: Shepherd Neame Spitfire, Adnams
plus Guest
All the essence of a village pub in
Dover Town Centre

LOUIS ARMSTRONG
“A Great British Pub”
Maison Dieu Road, Dover CT16 1RA 01304 204759
Mon - Sat 2pm to close
Sun 7pm to close

Live Music Friday & Saturday
Live Jazz Every Sunday

KENT REAL ALE

-

Hopdaemon Gadds Whitstable Goachers
Old Dairy Westerham plus guests from around Britain
-------------------------------------------

WEDNESDAY SPRING SAVERS REAL ALE £2.50

MEALS £3.00

Tuesday 25th June

Morris Dancing on the forecourt
and music in the Pub
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The Local News
Contributors - Martin Atkins, The Mcilroys,
John Pitcher, Tony Wells, Jim Green and Mike Sutcliffe etc.
Please note that any views expressed herein are those of the contributors
and are not necessarily those of this branch or CAMRA Ltd

If you have any news about a pub in your area – new beers or different beer range, alterations
to the pub, beer festivals or anything that may be of interest to our readers , please email:

channel.draught@camra
channel.draught@camracamra-dds.org.uk
We are, of course, equally pleased to hear from landlords with news about their pub.
Despite the continuing disappearance
of Branch pubs were are able to announce a little good news – the establishment of three new real ale outlets
available for local drinkers – Pier Three
in Dover, the Sir Norman Wisdom in
Deal and the Baypoint Club in Sandwich. See below for details
DOVER
Pier Three, Bench St: Dover's newest
pub, next door to the Flotilla, opened its
doors on Friday March 1st. Describing
itself as a bistro pub, it is something of
a cross between a micro and a bistro,
although considerably larger than a
true micro, which of course would also
not normally be doing food. With the
exception of just one draught lager, all
draught beer is cask , and it also offers
spirits, wines and bottled lager. It is the
brainchild of “born and bred Dovorian”
Rob Wright. Speaking to the Dover
Express in late February, he explained
that the project is backed by an inheritance from his father who died last October, and that he had been working up
to eighteen hours a day to create the
bar from what had effectively been “just
four walls”. The name comes from his
wife Sara's affection for the piers of her
home town Deal, and Brighton, where
she was at university – her two favourite places – and it seemed logical for
the bistro to be her third favourite

place. There are five handpumps with
two or three ales normally available.
Selection is from a mixture of local
brews and national brands, with Doom
Bar a regular. Local brews have included Gadds No. 5 and ales from the
new Goody brewery, and on the opening night Jolly Roger from Tír Dhá
Ghlas at Cullins Yard was being sold –
we understand that the brewery might
well be a main supplier. A visit in mid
April found a collection of Branch members supping well from Hobgoblin,
Doom Bar and Banks's.
Royal Cinque Ports Yacht Club The
Roger Marples Beer Festival over the
first weekend in March proved a great
success. Festival goers were offered a
choice of 21 real ales, half of which
came from Kent breweries, and a number of ciders. Following tradition those
on stillage (all save the four hand-
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Len Hood at the
Roger Marples Beer Festival

pumped beers on the bar), were set up
under a canopy at the front of the club,
outside the bar, where temperature
could be correctly maintained. First
barrel finished, very appropriately, was
Lord Marples from the Thornbridge of
Derbyshire, a brewery Roger had visited a couple of years ago, and equally
appropriately the second barrel to go
was Jolly Roger from Cullins Yard
Brewery Tir Dha Ghlas. Other interesting beers included two substantial
brews from Gadds – Black Pearl Oyster
Stout (6.2% ABV) and East Kent IPA
(6.5% ABV); 1606, the regular bitter of
the Farriers Arms Brewery at Mersham;
the exotically flavoured Revelation from
Dark Star; and one of the best porters
around, Acorn Brewery's Old Moore.
Saturday afternoon saw the dedication
of the bench acquired with funds raised
in memory of Roger – an exceptionally
well attended event at which “it was
almost impossible to move.” Most of
the beer had disappeared by the end of
the weekend, although the remains
were still being finished off later in the
week.
Kingfisher, London Rd; As reported in
our Winter edition the former Cherry
Tree, closed for several years, is now
an outlet for William Hill (as if Dover
needed another bookie), with, at the
time of writing, considerable work going
on to provide a number of flats in the
premises as well. Also closed for a
while earlier in the year was the Crown
and Sceptre in Elms Vale. It now appears to have reopened but seemingly
somewhat intermittently. As usual any
further information gratefully received.
In Whitfield, Club Dover, the former
Harbour Board Club, closed its doors in
March. It usually had one or two real
ales in offer, and for many years entered teams for the Dover Beer and
Brains Quiz League.

At the Fox the consistently good Sheffield Pride remains a regular, and there
were
excellent
reports
about
Wadsworth Swordfish in March. Over
the May Bank Holiday weekend the
pub hosted again the now regular annual Charity Beer Festival for Dover
Rotary Club, featuring a wide range of
Kent and Sussex beers. In mid March
the Dublin Man O' War in River was
selling the rarely seen Greene King IPA
Reserve.
In the town centre Sharp's Doom Bar
and Green King IPA have been seen
and drunk at the re-opened Golden
Lion, and Doom Bar and Timothy Taylor Landlord at the Prince Albert. At
the Falstaff, where in January, we
were told to expect to see the premises
operating again as a pub by the Spring,
work is still under way – the bar and
keg fonts still intact, and at the Park
Inn two or three ales are normally the
selection, a visit in April finding Bombardier and Spitfire. In Charlton Green
Harveys Sussex was back on again at
the Red Lion, while along the road at
the Louis Armstrong house bitter
Skrimshander is well supported by
Gadds, Old Dairy and other Kentish
brews – Old Dairy Silver Top stout
proving especially popular.
Blakes Visits in mid April found two
very good dark beers from Whitstable
available – the long established and
ever popular Oyster Stout and a new
brew, to this writer at least, Black Lager. Earlier ales from the new Goody
brewery had appeared and been well
received. Good also to see a barrel of
that excellent Whitstable brew, Kentish
Reserve available in February. Around
the corner in Russell St. Castle landlord Paul McMullan ran in the County
Council elections as an Independent for
“Save Village Pubs”, his manifesto in-
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cluding a pledge to drop tax from beer
of 4% or less. At the White Horse Harvey's Sussex remains standard with
normally a varying choice of two or
three alternatives.
DEAL
Six of the Berry Best Five years as
Deal, Dover, Sandwich and District
Branch’s top pub hasn’t meant that
Chris has rested on his laurels, for this
year the Berry, in Canada Rd. Walmer
has won our Branch Pub of the Year for
the sixth year in succession. This
places the Berry amongst the top 150
real ale pubs in Britain. This fantastic
achievement is justification of Chris’s
attention to what makes a great pub:
top quality real ale, a welcoming environment and excellent customer service.
We shouldn’t however forget the deserving runner’s up for this was a hard
fought contest: the Crispin Inn and

George & Dragon, Sandwich; and the
Just Reproach and Prince Albert in
Deal. Nor should we forget all the other
branch pubs that offer us excellent real
ale all the year round. The Berry now
goes through to the East Kent Pub of
the Year competition along with the
Bell, Ivychurch; The Foundry, Canterbury; the Montefiore Arms, Ramsgate; and the Three Hats, Milton Regis, Sittingbourne.
And if that wasn’t enough the Berry has
also won our branch Cider Pub of the
Year. The runner-up was the Green
Oak Cider Works (former High and
Dry) at Waldershare. The presentation
of the two certificates will take place on
Saturday, 27th July at 3.00pm. This coincides with the Berry’s first Summer
Beer festival so is definitely not a date
to be missed.
Elsewhere in Walmer the Spring Bank
Holiday will see the Lifeboat Station
hosting a second Deal Classic Car and
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Motor show, with plans for 600 classic
vehicles, live music and a selection of
real ale from local breweries looked
after by staff from the Berry. By early
April donations have already been received from Gadds, Canterbury Brewers and Tir Dha Ghlas. On the debit
side the Cambridge Arms is closed at
the time of writing.

be difficult to earn considerably more
money from the model, although many
would no doubt also say that that would
apply to most pubs at the present time.
Phil Bailey, landlord of the Alma said it
was definitely good for the town, as it
brought people in. “People are coming
back to real ale,” he said, “I probably
sell more ale than I do lager”

Micropubs Show the Way Despite
the Berry's success there must be
some question over exactly what form
pubs will take in future. Elsewhere we
devote a few pages to the micropub
revolution, which cannot have gone
unnoticed by any licensee. In Deal, Ian
Goodban landlord of the Deal Hoy, is
so impressed by its success that he is
thinking of giving up with the traditional
format and opening one himself.
Speaking to the Dover Express in February he said that although he had only
been in the pub business for a year, it
was being strangled by escalating overheads: “The business model is pretty
good and I have been looking at it myself to be honest.”

The Just Reproach also featured in the
Express in January when former reporter Rhys Griffiths on a pub crawl
around Deal called in for a pint or two
and some local cheese and pickled
onions. Beers on offer were Ripple
Steam's Black IPA, Plain Ales Sheep
Dip, Skrimshander and Old Dairy Red
Top, while cheese was unpasteurised
Canterbury cobble.

The local example is of course the Just
Reproach in King St. whose owner
Mark Robson commented, “Its been
really good so far – the people of Deal
have accepted it and taken it to heart.
We get a real mixed bunch in and I
think awareness is increasing. The pub
industry has to reappraise what its doing. They have to choose whether they
want to be in the brewing industry or
the property industry” He admitted to
the Express that it is not a goldmine
and his income is just enough to support him and pay his daughter to work
the bar.
Like most micros hours of opening are
considerably fewer than conventional
pubs, and draught beer limited to real
ale. Many landlords agree that it would

As a complete contrast March saw the
opening of J D Wetherspoon's latest
local enterprise, the Sir Norman Wisdom in Queen St., where a visit on
opening day, found, not surprisingly,
the pub crowded. Reportedly not quite
as big as the Eight Bells, and described
by one person as café like, it has
twelve handpumps, two of which were
devoted to cider, with prices we hear
some 20p higher than Dover. The initial
beer range drew the comment: “nothing
that much interesting”, although the
Area Manager said they hope to get
some local micros in soon. By the following week Wantsum Dynamo had
appeared, and the week after Whitstable EIPA. At the end of the month Galaxy from the new Spencer's brewery
was available.
Zetland Arms, Kingsdown:
The
beachside pub reopened in late January following £90,000 refurbishment by
Shepherd Neame with new licensees
Kerensa and Tom Miller from Sandwich, replacing former landlord of 35
years Tim Cobbett who retired at the
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end of November. Kerensa said they
would be offering a warm welcome to
the local community, and are planning
to hold music events, themed nights
and quizzes.
SANDWICH & RURAL
Market Inn, Sandwich: Good reports
on the pub’s Early Bird during March.
Earlier the pub had been one of three
finalists in the National Pub Food Challenge Awards. A selection of pastrami,
black beans, cumin, feta, red onion,
fresh coriander and tomato, between
two slices of wholegrain bread with a
special dressing had won the town's
2012 Sandwich of Sandwich competition, and the same combination had
now advanced to national level. Judges
from the National Award visited the pub
in February, with the winner due to be
announced at the end of March.
Crispin: Plenty of choice from Wantsum over recent months, Imperium,
Moor's Head, Black Prince and Ravening Wolf all being seen and in March
Spencer's Blonde from the new Ashford
brewery was on the handpumps. And
more Wantsum at the George and
Dragon where Yellow Tail, Dynamo
and Black Prince appeared in March
and April.
Baypoint Club, Richborough: Formerly
the Pfizer Social Club, the bar and restaurant have been open to the public
since last September and is serving
real ale. Dan Kelly, Food & Beverage
Manager tells us that they always have
at least one real ale on, and usually
two, with the hope of three or more in
the summer. Currently the normal set
up is a Gadds ale plus guest. In late
February we understand a well kept
pint of Common Conspiracy was available. The premises has a 24 hour licence, and current normal hours of
opening are 6.30am till 10pm although

that can be later if required.
Five Bells, Eastry: A barrel of Holdens
Black Country Special Bitter was described as absolutely superb in early
April – took a couple of pints home said
our correspondent. In mid April the
pub's function room was turned over to
hosting its annual spring beer festival,
which by all accounts was its usual
success. Earlier in the year the pub had
been nominated as a community asset
under the new Localism legislation, as
subsequently was the Charity at
Woodnesborough.
Carpenters Arms, Coldred: Elsewhere
we report on the Queen's Arms at Cowden Pound , and its recent celebration
of 100 years being run by the same
family. Deal, Dover, Sandwich and District branch can, however, lay claim to a
similar record – in our case Coldred's
Carpenters Arms. It is just a hundred
years since the Fagg family took over
the pub, and to celebrate a two day
beer festival was held on Friday and
Saturday the 19th & 20th of April. A
score or so barrels of real ale, including
fifteen different brews, were provided
from microbrewers around the country.
No surprise that among them were representatives of ever reliable locals
Gadds and Hopdaemon and ever
popular Red MacGregor from Orkney.
Of particular note however, were English Ale (4.1% ABV) from the Salisbury
Brewery – “one of the best ever “
someone said – and, Huna Red – Hibiscus Ale (4.2% ABV) from Sunny
Republic Brewery in Dorset.
A month earlier we had enjoyed another Daddlums evening at the pub.
The late summer event now being well
established and always a great success it was decided to try out a spring
version. Accordingly a date was set for
the end of March when evenings
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should have been getting lighter and
weather more clement. It transpired
however, that on the date chosen,
Tuesday 26th, the clocks had yet to be
put forward for “Summer Time” and we
were enjoying the coldest March that
anyone could remember. Not an encouragement for people to stray from
their firesides, and added to the England/Montenegro football match the
same evening, other commitments and

Kentish Daddlums at the Carpenters
Arms, Coldred

illness, we were perhaps lucky to attract the ten to twelve who did turn up.
However, we had enough for several
games and an excellent evening ensued – the Branch playing the Pub,
with the Branch being soundly thrashed
by four games to one. Never-the-less
we did achieve the highest individual
score, Dick Bates knocking down fifteen skittles during one turn at the table. We drank Gadds No 5 and Saltair
Elderflower Blond, and ate a fine selection of sandwiches, sausage rolls, etc.
courtesy of the pub.
Hope, Lydden: Mid March found the
pub still closed but with “SOLD” sign
outside and a “TO LET” banner strung
above the windows on the front wall.
Local rumour suggests that its been
sold for conversion to a house or
houses. Down the hill, the Lydden Bell,
despite seemingly devoted to food
trade still keeps a few real ales for beer
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lovers. Usually including at least one
local recent visits have found Golden
Braid, Old Hooky and Lancaster
Bomber.

posed to be “undercover”, helping out
with surveyings for Ashford, Folkestone
and Romney Marsh Branch Pub of the
Year, “but got rumbled by a blind man!”

Anchor Inn, Wingham: Good news
from the new landlord Kevin Abbott,
who took over the pub last August.
Since then, he says, we have taken it
from a Fosters led pub to a cask led
Pub taking real ale barrelage from two
to eleven firkins a week. Beers have
included Incubus, Abbott, Broadside,
Gadds, Ruddles County, ESB, Youngs
Special and Doombar. He is aware that
the latter does not always find favour
with CAMRA folk but considers it a fine
“entry level” ale which is most suitable
for weaning people off Lager: “I have
six scalps to my name so far,” he says.
There are also Folk led Sunday sessions in the Bar and regular live music
in the former function room which they
have converted into an arts type venue.

In Folkestone we hear of the sad and
unexpected death of Raglan landlady
Pat Rowling following a sudden illness
in December. Pat was very popular
with locals and visitors and had run the
pub since 1995. She will be sadly
missed. The Black Bull, Canterbury
Road was firmly boarded up in February and rumours suggested that the
pub was to be converted into a pub /
diner – subsequently confirmed. However, while better than the all too often
current alternative of a supermarket or
block of flats, the Hungry Horse format,
which we understand is what is likely to
emerge in due course, will not find favour with many a real ale drinker. On
April 12th Wetherspoons hosted a
highly successful meet the brewer
event featuring Ashford's newest
brewer Spencer's.

FOLKESTONE
Kings Arms, Elham: A visit in March
found the real ale selection still to be
Hopdaemon Skrimshander and Golden
Braid and Harveys Sussex. Major addition, however, was a projecting “Post
Office” sign by the front door – presumable the pub now being village service
provider. In the main street Shepherd
Neame's Rose and Crown was closed
in February for a period, but is now
reopened again. On Stone St. The
George which had remained licensed
but closed for several years suddenly
sprouted large “Pub Open” banners at
the end of April. Further reports
awaited.
Three Mariners, Hythe: A visit one
evening in early January found a fine
Kentish collection including Old Dairy
Silver Top, Westerham Grasshopper,
Gadds No 5, and Goachers Imperial
Stout. Our reporter was actually sup-

In Cheriton Place, Easter weekend saw
Chambers holding its tenth annual
beer festival, with a selection of fifteen
(mainly Kent) real ales, plus eight ciders from the county. As well as representatives of well established brewers
such as Gadds and Hopdaemon, beers
came from newer producers such as
Goody, Hop Fuzz and Foundry and the
practically infant Caveman. Reports
speak of excellent quality all round with
one imbiber placing Hopdaemon Leviathon out in front. Along the road Firkin Ale House has now joined LocAle
scheme
In Wye the proposed micro pub now
has planning consent and is hoping to
open in May.
CANTERBURY
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Phoenix, Old Dover Rd: A recent visit
found Gadds Left Coast Conspiracy,
Gadds 7, Broadside and Wantsum Dynamo. The pub's own brewery, work on
which was reported in our last edition is
now complete and has started brewing.
Called the Cossack Brewery volunteer
tasters are being asked for before the
beer is put out to the public, at the time
of writing scheduled for Saturday 18th
May. Over the Spring Bank Holiday
weekend the New Inn will be holding
its annual spring beer festival, unfortunately, on this occasion very possibly
without the ever popular Jaipur which
at the moment appears hard to come
by. However twenty odd beers are
planned with hopefully music each day
and Morris dancing on Saturday. First
festival beers likely to be available from
Thursday 23rd May.
We hear the Foundry is offering 10%
discount to CAMRA members, which
we think applies to food as well as
beer. In Wincheap regular beers at the

King's Head are Greene King IPA and
Harveys Sussex, alongside two guests
– a visit in mid March found these were
from Westerham and Goachers – the
latter being a barrel of the brewery's
“own brand” house beer.
Annual Spring Bank Holiday beer festivals also at the Haywain, Bramling,
where thirty beers at £3 a pint will be
available from 7pm on Friday with music each night, and at the Rose Wickhambreaux from Friday to Monday –
twenty beers and ciders, music, barbecue and hog roast Saturday.
Champion Hop A fuggle hop grown
by James Rickard of Rickard Farm
near Canterbury has been named
champion hop at this year's Institute of
Brewing and Distilling's annual British
Hop Competition. The competition
started in 1944 and this year 122 samples were submitted by 45 growers
from across Britain.
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THE WHITE CLIFFS FESTIVAL
OF WINTER ALES 2013

A

n uninformed visitor to Dover in early February might well imagine that the
Town Hall was hosting some sort of menagerie of fabulous creatures or a convention of desperate characters: Leviathan, Ravening Wolf, Golden Boar, Forbury
Lion and Fire Bellied Toad versus Green Daemon, Smiling Assassin, Black Jack
and Black Adder. However, these were of course just a few of the selection of
beers at this years White Cliffs Festival of Winter Ale.
Our 20th festival, it was a very different undertaking and a very different
world from our first in 1994. At a
time, before the mobile phone and
personal computer had yet to
spread their ubiquitous presence
throughout the country, real ale
choice was still limited largely to the
national, regional and family brewers with a handful of micros as an
alternative. This year we had a
choice of over 1,000 micro brewers.
Meanwhile the opportunity to drink
real ale has shrunk dramatically as
pub after pub has closed – in Dover
since 1994 fifteen to twenty have gone, a third of the total.

Setting up on Monday
morning

That first festival, being very much a toe in the water operation, was a limited affair
of twenty or thirty different ales and open just for Saturday. This year we opened
1pm Friday and closed 6pm Saturday, with a selection of 75 real ales – all, with
one or two exceptions being from micros, including 18 from Kent.
Although we do not open to the public until Friday our work starts with the opening
of the Town Hall at 9am Monday, and
shortly thereafter the arrival of the
‘Tom’s Bola’ run by Tom Mitchell (Left)
stillage and the bulk of the beer from
wholesalers AVS. By midday the beer is
set up in two rows, one above the other,
along the right hand side of the Stone
Hall, with just a few Kentish beers to
come. Tapped and spiled over the next
few days all is then ready for us to welcome happy drinkers at 1pm Friday.
At one time we could expect that the
opening of the doors, on both Friday
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and Saturday, would admit just a few
dedicated and hardened festival goers.
Today it’s normal to be met with a substantial queue and the admission of a
hundred or so within half an hour.

The Stone Hall of the Maison
Dieu from the gallery

It is also normal for the lighter beers to
disappear first, and this year was no exception. After a couple of hours it soon
became apparent that Beer of the Festival (first barrel emptied) was in close contention between two former winners –
Jaipur from Thornbridge and locally
brewed Green Daemon from Hopdaemon – with Jaipur finally achieving victory by
a short head towards the end of the afternoon.
As usual Friday was the busier day – about two thirds of all beer disappearing by
the end of the evening – and Saturday considerably quieter and less demanding.
What was not so usual, and in fact had not happened for more years than any of us
could remember, was a complete sell out – and excellently timed as well, the last
barrel being drained as we packed up at 6pm Saturday. We also saw a revival in
total attendance, once again topping 1300 after the threat of snow had caused it to
drop by about 100 in the previous year.
Once again a very successful festival, and once again a big thank you to all who
helped and supported us without which it would not happen.

THE MILL
INN
78 Mill Hill, Deal,
Kent,
CT14 9ER

Newly refurbished
Always 3 or 4 real ales available
Tribute, Bombardier plus guests
Bar Snacks

Large garden

Live music every Saturday

Open all day from 12 noon
Telephone 01304 449643
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NATIONAL PUB OF THE YEAR
AWARD
Manchester Pub take the Award

T

he award for this year's CAMRA National pub of the Year went to the Baum in
Rochdale, situated in a small cobbled street next to the original Co-op store
which today serves as the Pioneers Museum charting the birth of the Cooperative
movement. It has only been a pub for around 30 years, having been converted
from a hardware store in the 1980s. The pub is owned by Heidi and Simon Crompton. Heidi said: “We are a family run pub......dedicated to the ‘buy local, shop local’
initiative, always willing to support independent businesses.” and Simon added,
“We are about keeping tradition going, so we run a traditional boozer – people
don’t go out every night anymore, so we try to make it a bit of a treat to come here.
We don’t have a juke box, just background music, because coming here is about
people getting together.”
The pub is split-level and has
eight handpumps, and serves a
wide variety of customers –
office workers, shoppers, or
cask ale fans looking to sample
one of the ever changing range
of beers and ciders. There is
always a minimum of one beer
from a local brewery and their
bar menu is sourced from local
suppliers. Rochdale, Oldham
and Bury branch chairman
said: “Clearly we are absolutely
thrilled that the Baum has been
chosen as CAMRA’s National
Pub of the Year. While we locally know how good a pub the Baum is, it is fantastic to have this confirmed by
senior judges who have never visited it before. “Given that the Baum was up
against some tremendously fierce competition, Simon and Heidi have done a tremendous job.” And among that “fierce competition” was East Kent's very own Pub
of the Year the Conqueror Alehouse from Ramsgate. Set up in 2010, it is Ramsgate’s smallest free house and a true micro pub, with accommodation for about
twenty, and ale and cider served straight from barrels. Voted Thanet Branch Pub of
the Year it went on to win the East Kent, Kent and super regional titles. The other
two finalists were the Tom Cobley Tavern of Spreyton, Devon and last year's National Pub of the Year the Bridge End Inn, Ruabon, Wales.
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Dan welcomes you to

THE LEATHER BOTTLE
FREEHOUSE
Great Mongeham, Deal CT14 9PE
01304 375931
Newly refurbished.
Fine Ales & Lagers, Beer Garden, Sky Sports.
Beer bargains every Sunday.
Euchre nights every Friday.
New ale range with two cask ales available
from a variety of regional brewers.
Open
Mon to Fri
5pm to 11pm
Sat
Noon to 11pm
Sun
Noon to 9pm

The
Guildhall
42 The Bayle,
Folkestone
CT20 1SQ
Tel. 01303 251393

Stuart and Gilly
welcome you to our traditional family run pub.
Four Real Ales - Good Pub Food.
Open 12 Noon-11pm Mon-Thu
12 Noon - Midnight Fri & Sat
12 Noon - 10:30pm Sunday
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KENT SMALL BREWERY NEWS
Canterbury Ales, Chartham 01227 732541
canterbrew@gmail.com
The brewery’s seasonal special Rauchbier, a 4.8% Bavarian style smoked ruby
mild, proved very popular and their current special, a very traditional dry, hoppy
IPA (ABV 5%), using Kentish hops, is currently available. Future specials to look
out for include a Nelson Sauvin single hop and a Kentish Stout.
Canterbury Brewers, Canterbury 01227 455899 thefoundry@live.co.uk
Swazzale, brewed for this year’s Planet Thanet beer festival, has proved so
popular it is being kept on as a regular beer. Beers are currently being aged in
whiskey barrels in preparation for Christmas, and brews of Saison are being trialled
in advance of the Green Hop festival in a bid to replicate last year's success.
Enigma Hop (ABV 4.8%) was part of an experiment by Dr Peter Darby of Wye
Hops to test how a small quantity of unknown hops tasted in beer, whose identity
will be revealed in May.
Goacher’s, Maidstone 01622 682112 info@goachers.com
To celebrate its 30th anniversary in May the brewery is currently brewing its 4,000th
brew – an IPA style beer (ABV 5.6%), name yet to be decided. Otherwise,
business is good and Howard (Phil’s son) will be going full-time at the brewery in
July.
Goody Ales, Herne 01227 361555 karen@goodyales.co.uk
Green considerations predominate – brewing water being heated by a wood
burning boiler supplied from the brewery’s own copse. Good Life (ABV 3.9%), a
golden ale bursting with hops, will be available in May. The brewery has got into
hot water with KCC Trading Standards who feel the name of their bitter Good
Health (ABV 3.6%) could constitute a health claim, implying that it is good for you
(good heavens! – oh, I see where they get the names for their beers from now…).
T shirts and sweat shirts are now available and they are planning to host brewery
tours.
info@hopdaemon.com
Hopdaemon Brewery, Newnham 01795 892078
The brewery is flat out at the moment, with all beers in their range selling well.
Hop Fuzz, West Hythe 01303 230304 info@hopfuzz.co.uk
No news to report.
Kent Brewery, Birling 01634 780037 info@kentbrewery.com
Following demand, Brewers Reserve 2012 , brewed for Christmas as a single
brew, has been made semi permanent. Altered States (an American Brown Ale) is
another permanent addition and was a recent prize winner at Orpington Liberal
Club Beer Festival. Meanwhile, Enigma was joint winner in April at Bexley Beer
Festival alongside Citra from the new Caveman Brewery, then brewing at Kent
Brewery. A Spring Pale Ale, introduced around Easter, is full of New Zealand hops
and has made a big impact. This is being followed by a series of hoppy Pale Ales,
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highlighting hops from around the world. The brewery continues to work with Wye
Hops to develop new hops in Kent to rival the best - apparently, first tastings have
been superb, so there are high hopes for the future.
Nelson Brewery, Chatham 01634 832828sales@nelsonbrewingcompany.co.uk
Sales are strong, with regular deliveries as far afield as Hertfordshire and Suffolk.
Revenge (ABV 4%), a new brew from the ‘Ships That Fought at the Battle of
Trafalgar’ range, a golden ale with a floral aroma and earthy notes, has proved
very popular. Bottled sales are increasing, with many independent off licenses
taking the range, and the first pallet of bottles has gone to Holland; the export
market being the next target area.
Old Dairy Brewery, Rolvenden 01580 243185 fineale@olddairybrewery.com
The one millionth pint has just been brewed, and further expansion will hopefully
increase the brew length to 20bbl by September. Recent brews include Soft Top, a
dark mild for May and Dark Side of the Moo (ABV 7%), an Imperial porter.
Ramsgate Brewery, Broadstairs 01843 868453 info@ramsgatebrewery.co.uk
Further expansion is planned as it struggles to keep up with demand for its core
brews such as No 5, No 7 and Seasider. Old School Mild (ABV 4%) is a new brew
for May containing Dark Belgian Chocolate. It has been brewed in conjunction with
the Chocolate Pod, a Thanet company producing hand made chocolates, who
have returned the favour by making a new truffle with Black Pearl Oyster Stout.
The brewery is hosting a charity evening at the Queen Charlotte, Ramsgate, where
the lure of chocolate will hopefully introduce ale to women who have not tried it
before – funds raised going to the Oasis Women's Refuge in Margate.
Ripple Steam Brewery, Sutton 07917 037611 info@ripplesteambrewery.co.uk
This spring, the brewery is focussing on Best Bitter (ABV 4.1%), IPA (ABV 4.5%)
and Black IPA (ABV 5.8%), with the key aim of achieving consistent flavour and
freshness. The IPA recipe has been slightly altered, Cascade whole hops now
being added to the end of the boil instead of dry hopping.
Tir Dha Ghlas Brewery, Dover 01304 211666 jim@cullinsyard.co.uk
No news to report.
Wantsum Brewery, Hersden 0845 0405980 wantsumbrewery@googlemail.com
The gold medal at the SIBA SE Regional competition, was followed by silver at the
SIBA National Awards for Black Prince Mild – now available in bottles. Bottled
Dynamo was runner up in this year’s Taste of Kent awards. Yellow Tail remains
popular, and the summer ale, Red Raddle (ABV 5%), is planned to be available for
the Crabble Corn Mill beer festival. They have supported successful “meet the
brewer” events at The Paper Moon in Dartford, The Phoenix in Canterbury and the
Easter weekend saw a Wantsum Brewery Beer Festival at The Crispin Inn,
Sandwich.
Westerham Brewery, Edenbridge 01732 864427 sales@westerhambrewery.co.uk
‘Fine Hops from Kent’, is the theme for 2013’s monthly specials – each brew
featuring a single hop variety as follows: May – Goldings; June – Bramling Cross;
July – Whitbread Golding Variety; September – Target; October – Scotney Green
Hop Harvest Ale; November – single hop Bramling Cross (General Wolfe Maple
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Ale); and December – God’s Wallop. Due to popular demand Double Stout will be
back from October to December.
Whitstable Brewery, Grafty Green 01622 851007
whitstablebrewer@byconnect.com
The brewery reports its busiest ever first quarter. A range of one hop beers is being
brewed. The first was Galaxy (ABV 4.4%) using Australian Galaxy hops; the next
one will be Mount Hood (ABV 4.4%) with hops from Oregon. Native Bitter (ABV
3.7%) and Kentish lager (ABV 4.1%) won bronze awards at the SIBA National
Awards competition.

You can now also follow us on Twitter: @DDSCAMRA.
We’ll be using Twitter to publish information about the pubs and real ale events in our
branch area as well as other stuff we think you might be interested in. Let us know
what you would like us to publish information about.

Real Ale
&
Cider
Festival
at the
Kent & East Sussex
Railway
Tenterden Town Station
Station Road
Tenterden
Kent
TN30 6HE
Fri 14th June 6pm -10.30pm
Sat 16th June 11am - 10.30pm
(Or until the beer runs out)
Festival Entry £2 (Free entry to card carrying
CAMRA & K&ESR members)
http://camra-afrm.org.uk/camra-kesr-beer-festival

KENT
CAMRA
BEER
FESTIVAL
Merton Farm, Merton Lane
(off B2068 to Hythe),
Canterbury CT4 7BA.
Thu 18th July
6.30pm - 11.00pm £5 pay on admission
Fri 19th July
12 noon to 4pm free admission
6.30pm to 11pm
£7.50 Advance ticket only
Sat 20th July
12 noon - 9pm £5 pay on admission
http://www.kentbeerfestival.com
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The Golden Hind
85, Beach Street,
Deal, Kent, CT14 7JB
We pay top prices for antiquarian and good quality
and rare second hand books, in particular
LOCAL BOOKS; ANTIQUARIAN; MARITIME;
EARLY BIBLES, LEATHER-BOUND BOOKS etc.
This famous old bookshop, situated opposite the Royal Hotel, has
been a source of interesting books for over 30 years

Phone 01304 375086
E-mail: info@mcconnellfinebooks.com.

The Plough Inn
Church Lane, Ripple
CT14 8JH
Tel: 01304 360209
Selection of Cask Ales
and Fine Home Prepared Food
Food is available Tue - Sat 12 -2 and 6 - 8.30
Sun 12 - 3
We open at 3.00 on Mondays
We are walker and dog friendly
WiFi connection
One Double Bedroom with en suite
Large Parking Areas.

Listed in the 2013 CAMRA Good Beer Guide
info@theploughripple.co.uk
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The National News
By Martin Atkins
Pubco Legislation In a three hour
Parliamentary debate in January MPs
voted overwhelmingly in favour of the
introduction of a statutory code and
adjudicator to regulate the relationship
between companies and their tenants.
The move follows Business Secretary
Vince Cable stating that he was minded
to introduce legislation to curb the
excesses of the pubcos. According to
the
Government
the
proposed
measures would affect the six largest
tenanted pub companies
- Punch
Taverns, Enterprise Inns, Greene King,
Marston's, Admiral Taverns, and Star
Pubs and Bars. Opposition spokesman
on pubs Chesterfield MP Toby Perkins
said a wide body of experts share the
view that only a statutory code of
practice which includes a free-of-tie
option with an open market rent review
and an independent adjudicator, will
resolve the contractual problems
between the pub companies and their
lessees. He called for the statutory
code to be in force by the end of the
year.
Other MPs spoke of pubs closing
because there was no code, “rigged”
prices for supplies and “rigged” rents,
and CAMRA's role in highlighting the
issue. Consumer minister Jo Swinson
summed up the mood of the house
saying: We have heard stories from
members in all sorts of constituencies
of publicans who have faced real
injustice and unfairness – horror stories
about rent hikes out of kilter with the
market, about extra charges and addons that they did not know about when
they signed up and about people who
had been driven out of business.

Wenlock Compromise The process
which started with an application for
demolition and replacement by flats
and non-pub commercial use in late
2011, seems, at least for the time being
to be drawing to a close. That
application was refused with Hackney
Council citing both the loss of amenity
and a heritage asset as reasons.
However, the developers were not to
The Wenlock Arms,
Wenlock St, London N1

be denied and revised plans proposed
retaining the pub but creating flats
above, entailing the loss of the function
room and the prospect of friction
between the flats' residents and the
operation of the pub. In its final version
this proposal eventually found favour
with the council, but with the provision
that any future alternative use for the
public house would require planning
consent. The Council appreciated
concerns over the loss of the function
room, but as such areas did not
constitute “a community facility in
planning terms”, and were available for
any ancillary pub use, it felt that its loss
could not be allowed to impede the
development. Regarding noise from
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pub activities, it maintained that that
was a matter for building regulations to
ensure that adequate soundproofing
was installed.
Family Brewers’ Sales Up Sales of
cask beer among members the
Independent Family Brewers of Britain
(IFBB) has risen from 45.5% to 47.7%
of production according to its recent
annual survey. The IFBB is almost 20
years old and represents 29 of the
oldest brewers in the country, many
established over 100 years ago and
who between them operate more than
4,100 pubs. Members include Charles
Wells, Hook Norton, Wadworth, Fullers,
Shepherd Neame and Harveys.
Chairman James Staughton from St.
Austell Brewery said that while beer
sales were generally declining, cask ale
was remaining resilient and was the
mainstay of the member breweries.
Brands sold had also increased from
495 to 517, and society members
exported to 65 countries.
SIBA Silver Tankard The Society of
Independent Brewers has established a
new award to recognise outstanding
contribution to the brewing industry in
the shape of the SIBA Silver Tankard.
Its intention is to reward individuals
who have made an outstanding
contribution to SIBA or to UK brewing
generally over a number of years. At
the time of writing the first was due to
be awarded in March at Sheffield's
BeerX, with nominations having had to
be in by January 31st. Candidates for
the award need not be members of
SIBA and can be nominated by nonmembers – although nominations must
be endorsed by a full SIBA member.
SIBA vice chairman Nigel Sadler said:
“The revival of British brewing that we
have witnessed over the past decade
came about because a handful of
individuals in the industry had the

vision, talent and determination to do
things differently.
Minimum Pricing The Government's
plans to introduce minimum pricing for
alcohol appears to have run into the
rocks. Very much associated with the
Prime Minister himself, the proposal
was to prohibit the sale of alcohol at
lower than 45p per unit – a unit being
approximately a half pint of ordinary
bitter, a single spirit or standard glass
of wine. However, by mid March a
spokesman for Mr Cameron was
effectively admitting that the plan was
dead. The Prime minister still intends to
do something about very cheap
alcohol, but exactly how or what, is not
specified. Speculation suggests that
the political consideration of the effect
of pushing up alcohol prices while
incomes
are
being
squeezed,
combined with long standing opposition
from some within the cabinet, and
Treasury concerns over lost revenue,
has led to what is being referred to as a
U turn.
Boost for British Hops The British
Hop Association has produced a logo
which brewers can download and add
to bottle labels, pump clips and
marketing material to let drinkers know
if their beer uses home-grown hops. It
is the latest initiative in a new campaign
to promote the use of British hops by
brewers and awareness among
drinkers. The acreage devoted to
growing hops in Britain has shrunk
dramatically in recent years, and is in
danger of disappearing if the number of
growers drops much further and if
brewers choose foreign over domestic
varieties. The idea originated from
brewers already brewing with British
hops or wanting to promote their
support for them, and who initially
wanted to use the new British Hop
Association logo. However, as the BHA
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is a trade association it did not seem
appropriate, and so it was decided to
create something special, and the initial
reaction
has
been
particularly
impressive. Within twelve hours of the
launch interest was coming from all
over the country, and from all types of
brewers – old and new, big and small.
Hop grower and member of the British
Hop Association Ali Capper said: “I’d
love to see the badge on every beer
containing British hops, whether a beer
exclusively contains British hops or just
a proportion. I’d like to think every
brewer and beer drinker would be
proud their beer has been made with
British hops.” See www.britishhops.
org.uk for more details.
National Inventory Pub Dropped
from GBG A decision by York CAMRA
was making national headlines in
March. The Blue Bell is the smallest
pub in the city, and built in 1798 with
dark wooden Edwardian panelling
dating from 1903, it is both a Grade II*
listed building, and included in
CAMRA's National Inventory of historic
pubs. Since its current landlord Jim
Hardie took over the business more
The Blue Bell,
York

than 12 years ago, it has seen regular
inclusion in the GBG. However, the
local Branch have now decided to drop
it for being in breach of CAMRA's
admissions policy, which states pubs
should be open and welcoming to all.
Because of its small size, maximum
sixty people, the pub can easily be
overwhelmed, and is in the habit of
displaying a “private party” sign if this
threatens – notably when hen and stag
parties or racegoers are around.
Mr Hardie commented: “None of the
regulars has complained, and the only
people moaning are the stag and hen
parties who just want to order 20 pints
of lager and throw up in my toilet. As
far as I'm concerned it's a well-run pub
and I serve good beer so it's up to
Camra if they want to chuck me out the
Guide. I will have to take it on the chin,
but we are a city centre local with a
couple of hundred regulars. We do get
nice strangers coming in the pub but on
Saturday nights and race days York
city centre is a nightmare. I have been
operating the same way for twelve and
a half years and no one has
complained but it seems we have a
younger committee now with different
more politically correct views.”
He also added that it would prevent
“weirdy beardies” visiting the pub and
“asking to sample seven beers, then
buying a half. I would rather look after
my regulars – and to a man they have
told Camra where to go. I have had
card-carrying Camra members rip their
cards up in here. The beer is still good
and I’m still busy.” We understand that
the
Branch’s
decision
involved
consideration of various incidents in
which
people,
including
Camra
members and guests, had been
apparently denied entry to the pub.
(Sourced from Mail Online & Yorkshire
Post).
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RAMBLINGS
& RUMBLINGS
Thurs 17 Jan – GBG Sub Comm. Dover Mini-Crawl. White Horse (Harvey’s
Best, Ringwood Bitter, Hobgoblin) Blakes (Arkwright’s 3 Hats, Bank Top Dark Mild
and Old Slapper, Adnams Lighthouse) Surprised to see pub full for Thursday Quiz.
Didn’t stay long enough though to see whether quiz players were beer drinkers, or
types hugging half of shandy for the duration, who I had encountered elsewhere.
(Can't speak for other teams but ours certainly down a few – Ed) Cullin’s Yard
(Jimmy’s Riddle, Adnams bitter, Broadside) Golden Lion (Doom Bar, GKIPA) Deserted apart from one chap whose eventful life story we quickly learnt! Eight Bells
(Kent Brewery KGB, Cobnut) Good to see several Kent beers prominently displayed on pump clips
Sun 20 Jan – Louis Armstrong (Gadds 5, Skrim., Westerham Double Stout)
Went down for jazz night though perhaps thinking music would be cancelled due to
bad weather. But it was punters who cancelled. Enjoyed performance by Dutch
band Jonny Boston & the Revivalists, quite a young group, about half the age of
usual performers.
Tues 5 Feb - Continuing my AFRM POTY surveyings. Star, St Mary-in the
Marsh (Youngs Bitter, Youngs Special, Beartown Bearly Literate) Not busy exactly
but enough people to get the ‘feel’ .Considerable excitement that their filled rolls
got a mention in Marsh Mash!
Wed 6 Feb – Fox, Temple Ewell (Cotleigh Tawny, Sheffield Pride, Cottage Red
Star) Nice to see pub full with St Mary’s bell ringers having supper, bells left behind
luckily!
Thurs 7 Feb – Five Bells, Eastry (Gadds Seasider, GKIPA) Landlady concerned
at rising costs
Tues 12 Feb – Just Reproach (Banks/Taylor Golden Fox, Westerham Kent Bitter,
Incubus, Pig & Porter Red Spider Rye) The last an American strong ale which I
suppose I felt duty-bound to sample, but as with similar strong ales sampled in
Wetherspoons a while back, left me unimpressed. Powerful, yes, but lacking subtlety and flavour. American, says it all! Also Kent Discovery ciders
Fri 15 Feb – Continuing my AFRM POTY surveyings. Six Bells, Woodchurch
(Golden Braid, London Pride, Landlord, Harvey’s Best, Ringwood 49er) Cosy welcoming pub, good service, food. Exceptional London Pride
Sat 23 Feb – Completing my AFRM POTY surveyings. Bowl, Hastingleigh (OD
Red Top, Copper Top, Skrim) Horrendous place to get to. Half an hour to kill as
bus arrived before opening time so wandered round in snow for 30 mins. Enjoyed
visit, though – my first time. And beer tasted all the better from a 2011 Dover Winter Festival glass!
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THE
HAYWAIN
Traditional Country Pub
Top Quality Real Ale
Award Winning Home Cooked Food
Roast on Sunday - Booking Advised
LARGE CAR PARK & BUS STOP OPPOSITE BEER GARDEN

BRAMLING CANTERBURY CT3 1NB
Tel: 01227 720676

Email: thehaywain@hotmail.co.uk

The Red Lion
Charlton Green, Dover CT16 2PS
Tel 01304 202899

Beautiful beer garden and heated smoking Gazebo
Open all day every day
Harvey’s Sussex Best & Charles Wells Bombardier served
Sky Sports + ESPN

Food served 12-2pm
The Village Pub next door to Dover’s Town Centre
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Wed 27 Feb – Angel, Petworth, West Sussex (Ardwell King John + others)
Thurs 28 Feb – Bull, Ditchling, East Sussex (DS Hophead, Festival Ale, Harveys
Best, Doom Bar) Walking on the South Downs into an east wind so pub visits especially appreciated.
Thurs 14 Mar – Griffin’s Head , Chillenden (Amber Ale, Spitfire, Master Brew)
20+ ramblers, most eating, well catered for by pleasant younger staff. Few other
punters in evidence though.
Fri 15 Mar – Foundry, Canterbury (GB, Torpedo, Gold, Helles) Quiet for Fri
lunchtime, but of course office types rarely venture out for liquid lunch these days.
Party of Japanese must have spent a bit though. Nice that they had the initiative to
find this place
Sat 16 Mar – Mini crawl of Broadstairs micros with AFRM How to brighten up
a cold wet day. Three new pubs bucking the trend, so it can be done. Chapel,
(Westerham Finchcocks, Wantsum dynamo) Rather bigger than your normal
‘micro’, a bookshop with most of the stock still in place. Thirty Nine Steps (RCH
Hewish Mild, Sunny Republic Huna Red). Four Candles (Incubus +others). Then
to Brown Jug, Dumpton Park (Old Trip) Good to see this place still as I remembered it from a while back
Mon 18 Mar – Norman Wisdom (Whitstable EIPA + others) Not the best I have
tasted, though impressed by building and décor, and reasonably full for a Monday,
quite a few eating. I know some are a bit ‘sniffy’ about Wetherspoons food, but at
least cheap food is being consumed at a table on a plate, rather than being scoffed
out of polystyrene on the street, only to be freely discarded over the next available
wall! Deal Hoy – for Branch Meeting (Thwaites Big Ben, Sheps double Stout, Master Brew) Successful meeting held after we finally got settled.
Thurs 21 Mar – Fitzwalter, Goodnestone (Master Brew, Kent Best) Very quiet
lunch time; varied menu, all day opening Fri, Sat, Sun
Fri 22 Mar – Boar’s Head (Young's bitter, Gold, Doom Bar) About time I called into
the local, since that’s what I’ve been telling everyone else to do
Sun 24 Mar –. Folkestone Firkin (Hop Fuzz English, OD Silver Top, Kissing-gate
Moon) Pullman (Rudgate Ruby Mild 3, Woodforde Wherry, Broadside, Theakston
Lightfoot) Sam Peto (Whitstable Galaxy + others)
Wed 27 Mar – Foundry (GB) Forgot to claim my 10% CAMRA discount. There is a
small notice there, and heard someone else referring to it as I was leaving. Quite
good, as I think it applies to food too.
Thurs 28 Mar – Cat & Custard Pot (Master Brew, Broadside) Large party of ramblers, but they take it all in their stride – wasn't meant to be a pun, groan.
Fri 29 Mar – Fox (Sheffield Pride, Wadsworth Swordfish) Pub packed for performance of the Old Country Crows.
Sat 30 March – Planet Thanet at Margate Winter Gardens Excellent Festival as
usual. Freezing blue sea looked deceptively inviting through the windows.
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CHANNEL VIEW
The End of the Beginning
Amid all the joy and jubilation following
George Osborne's abandonment of the
beer duty escalator, and reduction of
beer duty by “a penny a pint”, it might be
appropriate to retain a little sobriety and
keep matters in perspective. Although
the battle to save the British pint and the
British pub can hardly be placed in the
same context as the life and death
struggles of World War ll, Churchill's
words shortly after the success of El
Alamein in 1942 carry a certain relevance. This is not the end, or even the
beginning of the end, he said, but it is,
perhaps, the end of the beginning. Similarly our campaign has still a long way to
go.
It would be good to think that Government has had a change of heart, that the
strength and logic of our arguments, the
100,000 plus e-mail petition, the December rally, and the mass lobbying of MPs
had between them persuaded it to
change course. However, you do not
become Chancellor of the Exchequer
without a substantially thick hide and a
keen eye for blunt economic facts, and
no economic fact was more blunt than
the £20m drop in beer duty revenue
since the April 2012 budget. Whatever
lobbying he might have received in the
run-up to the budget, and no doubt as
well as ourselves and the drinks industry
arguing for the ending of the escalator,
there were also submissions from antialcohol groups asking for the complete
opposite, to make a decision based on
pure statistical fact was, as they say, a
no-brainer.
This is not to say that our campaigning

was wasted, or that it should be discontinued – quite the opposite, we should
campaign even harder – but getting our
message to MPs is only the first step.
We need to take a lesson from the antismoking groups who have managed to
push smoking into the land of anti social activities along with dropping litter
or spitting in the street. At least we now
have a foot in the door, and possibly
also, the benefit of a tactical error by
the Chancellor. In his budget speech
George Osborne acknowledged the
current difficulties of the pub business
and that 10,000 pubs had closed over
recent years, and that the drop in beer
duty reflected that. Formerly our lobbying apparently fell on deaf ears – whatever the plight of the industry, from the
Chancellor, comment came there none.
Now at least our case has been accepted and, so to speak, is in play. In
future it will be far more difficult for
Government to ignore us.
Official attitudes to the public house
have always been somewhat ambiguous. Victorian and early 20th century
concern about their burgeoning numbers was always mixed with the realisation that they offered a considerable
measure of control. When most alcohol
(in this country largely beer) was sold
via the public house and dedicated offlicences we were spared many of the
problems that misuse of alcohol causes
today. More recently pubs' community
value has come to be appreciated, and
there is now increasing acceptance of
their unique role as part of British culture.
Our campaigning has always emphasised these points, but we need to
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make the loss of any pub as contentious and thought provoking as the
case of the Wenlock, reported in National News, a life or death issue – “Do
not go gentle into that good night”.
However, there are still some to whom
a pub remains no more than an outlet
for selling alcohol – for a pubco a
source of profit, for government a
source of revenue. Such intransigent
views are probably hard to shift, but
logically they should be susceptible to
economic argument. While not as
overtly apparent as a £20m drop in tax
revenue, the added value generated by
selling beer through pubs far outweighs
selling it at rock bottom prices in supermarkets, and would very soon exceed
£20m. Extra jobs, increased tax take,
the encouragement of spenders onto
the streets rather than consuming at
home, must all benefit the Exchequer.
Whether or not the Chancellor's thinking extended this far we cannot know,
but for whatever reason he not only
abandoned the escalator, but took a
penny off the duty on a pint. Maybe,
this is the end of the beginning, maybe
the door is slightly ajar. If so CAMRA
needs to get the full weight of its
140,000 members behind it, and shove
it wide open.
The Law is an Ass
A phrase oft repeated, and often seemingly by lawmakers and those involved
with the law with that kind of world
weary smile that approximates to the
Gallic shrug – “Such is life, we have to
live with it”. A particularly asinine example was illustrated by recent argument
over the future of the Wenlock (see
National News). At the Hackney Council planning committee meeting which
decided the issue, planning staff
pointed out that “if the application was

rejected there was nothing to stop the
historic pub from being turned into a
supermarket or wine bar tomorrow”,
thereby losing the pub as well as the
function room. By granting permission a
condition could be attached requiring
any future proposal for any alternative
use of the public house to require planning consent. Additionally, if the application was refused the applicants would
have the right of appeal to the Secretary of State, which could involve the
council in substantial legal expenses.
Surely it is time that planning law, particularly in respect of public houses and
other local services is brought up to
date. The present laws, although there
have been all kinds of amendments and
revisions since, still seem based around
the criteria that enacted the post World
War ll Town and Country Planning Act
– laws for a country of small shops and
small pubs. It is a very different land
today. Major corporations have acquired undreamed of power and influence, while technological innovation
has transformed our culture. People
though, have not changed, they still
want around them those things that
give them a decent quality of life, and
for which previous generations had
thought they had won the right to vote.
This is what the law should reflect. Currently, all too often, it seems to operate
to the benefit of unelected commercial
interests.
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MICROPUBS
Is ‘back to basics’ the future trend for the pub?

I

n recent years we have all become well acquainted with the micro brewery. First
set up in the early days of CAMRA during the 1970s, they are now an established part of British brewing, and provide us with a range and variety of beer that
those of us brought up in the decades after World War II could only dream about.
However the last eight years have seen the microbrewery joined by a radically different approach to the traditional British public house – the micropub, and of particular interest to us locally, it started in our very own county.
Kent, despite being home to medieval rebels Wat The Butcher’s Arms
Tyler and Jack Cade, as well as more recently at Herne
Charles Darwin and half the Rolling Stones,
would not normally see itself in the forefront of
revolution, radical thought or as a source of new
styles and trends . However, in 2005 when Martyn Hillier converted his beer shop in Herne to a
pub of incredibly small dimensions, he initiated a
concept which has spread right around the country.
Martyn's very original approach to the public
house grew out of a change in the licensing laws
in that year, which made it a feasible option to
convert empty shops into pubs. Pubs were closing (and still are) because of high rents and long
hours, said Martyn, “The premises are often too
large and worth more as a house than a pub. I
thought of the concept; real ale, no music, no
mobile phones, no TV, no lager or spirits. Overheads are low and it is possible to make a profit
and hence a reasonable living.”
Initially the style was slow to spread, for several years the Butcher's Arms appeared the only example, a one-off unique
The Just Reproach,
operation that might have lived and died
Deal
with Martyn. However in 2009 he gave a
presentation on micropubs at that year's
CAMRA AGM, and his enthusiasm inspired
others to follow. Kent's second micropub,
the Conqueror was opened in November
2010 in Ramsgate by Colin Aris, Thanet
CAMRA Branch Chairman, and thereafter
they have appeared thick and fast.
The Butcher's Arms remains the model.
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Wine might be available, and limited food such as cheese or pies, but otherwise
the micropub is about beer and conversation. And with the availability of beer from
microbreweries much of the beer can be sourced locally, further keeping costs
down by reducing road miles.
Calculations of the exact number now
open in Britain vary. One estimate in
January made a total of sixteen in the
country of which seven were in Kent,
with the possibility of seven more in the
county by Easter. However, that was
probably already out of date, and certainly is now. Thanet alone now has
seven, and might justifiably call itself the
micro-pub capital of the world, and
there are others open in Deal and The Bake & Ale House
Folkestone, with at least four new ones at Westgate
planned elsewhere in the county. Additionally there are somewhat larger establishments, such as the Lifeboat in Margate,
and the newly opened Chapel in Broadstairs and Pier Three in Dover where real
ale is to the fore and which fall between the traditional pub and the micropub.
Julian Dungey, chairman of the Thanet branch of Camra, echoed Martyn's recipe
for micropub success: fairly low start-up and running costs – overheads kept to a
minimum, very few staff, reduced opening hours, no expensive entertainment or
gambling licences, and low rents as they are found mainly in former shops. He
added, “Micropubs have cornered a market in providing a service people actually
want rather than the big pubs telling customers what they think they want.
We appear to have come full circle. In the past landlords would open up their front
parlour for the consumption of beers they had brewed themselves for the locals.
People seem to have tired of the brash noisy pub and prefer the safe quiet atmosphere the micropub provides.”
Understandably comparisons are being
made with some of the recent retail
developments. Just as small local
shops are often surviving or growing in
number, as chain stores decline, so
micropubs can thrive where the traditional public house is struggling to
make ends meet. Ironically though, as
so often, the concept has sprung from
the grass roots. It is the lovers and users of pubs and real ale who have creThe Conqueror
Alehouse, Ramsgate
ated the micropub, not the big brewers
or pubcos, or the multiplicity of experts
and consultants who have been charged with bringing life back to the High St. Neither did it come from those seeing salvation (politicians often) in a Continental café
style culture.
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www.thefivebellseastry.com

The Cross, Lower Street, Eastry, Sandwich, Kent CT13 0HX

Tel. 01304 611188

thefivebellseastry@yahoo.co.uk

TRADITIONAL OLD ENGLISH PUB
NOW DOING BED & BREAKFAST
WARM FRIENDLY WELCOME
OPEN - SUN TO THURS 11AM TO 11.30PM, FRI & SAT 11AM to 1AM
BAR SNACKS & HOME COOKED FOOD ALL DAY
12 - 8.30pm EVERYDAY
REAL ALES - GREENE KING IPA + GUEST ALE
ENTERTAIMENT AT TIMES
FUNCTION ROOM AVAILABLE

SATURDAY 18th MAY - MIKE APPLETON
Vocalist, 50s to present 8.30pm
SUNDAY 19th MAY - FLUKE - 3 to 5.30pm
SUNDAY 2nd JUNE - MATT BROOKS
FRIDAY 7th JUNE - MIXED EMOTIONS Duo - 8.30pm
SATURDAY 15th JUNE - GOLD TOP - 8.30pm
SATURDAY 22nd JUNE - DUCK SOUP - 8.30pm
FRIDAY 28th JUNE - KEVIN IVERSON
Professional Singer/Guitarist - 8.30pm
SUNDAY 30th JUNE - CROOKED STYLE
Folk & Country - 3 to 5.30pm
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Micropubs in Kent
Currently Open
The Butcher's Arms, Herne
The Conqueror Alehouse, Ramsgate
The Hovelling Boat, Ramsgate
The Four Candles, Broadstairs
Thirty Nine Steps, Broadstairs
The Bake & Alehouse, Westgate
The Why Not, Westgate
Wheels, Birchington
The Just Reproach, Deal
The Firkin Ale House, Folkestone
Proposed micropubs – Whitstable, Tankerton, Welling and Wye
MicroPubs Elsewhere in Britain –
The Rat Race, Platform 1, Hartlepool Station
Little Chester Ale House, Chester Green, Derby
Goldy's, Tiverton, Devon
Just Beer, Newark, Notts.
The Snug Micropub, Carnforth, Lancs
Proposed micropubs – Beverley, Cambridge, Nottingham & Worthing

The Sportsman
Freehouse & Restaurant
23 The Street
Sholden
Kent Ct14 0AL
Tel: 01304 374973
Family Restaurant
Luxury En-Suite Rooms
New Function Room
Green King IPA and alternately Directors & Tribute
Open:
Mon - Fri 11.30 - 3 & 6.30 -Close
Sat - Open All Day
Sun - 12 Noon - 5
Janice & Jamie Coleman
www.thesportsmansholden.com
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BY TRISHA WELLS

CROSSWORD

1

14
15
16
17
18

21

19

22

20

23

24

25

Across

Down

1 & 5. Elaine paid Sal a variety of light
beers (5,4,4)
7. Bluebirds in pub in Worth (7)
8. Beers lost a point about German city of
cider (7)
10. Patty backs knight with fish (7)
12. Jug found in Ripple Steam Brewery (4)
13. Not quite closed - a pint, perhaps? (4)
14. Running commercial in Hertfordshire
brewery (7)
16. Sloshes about challenging Owl’s law (7)
17. Miniature deity returned to describe pub
owned by brewery (4)
18. Water detected in Brains Beer (4)
19. Drinking in a London street? (7)
21. Turkish slave recounts his voyages (7)
23. Heard eyes took in drunken earls from
the Middle East (7)
24. Drink the first beverage ever entered
regionally (4)
25. Rabble homes in on hooch (9)

1. Messy soup trial – time for beer (8,5)
2. Take the fizz out of sculptor (5)
3. Cocktail for Barbara Cartland, perhaps
(4,4)
4. Jack in with grebes swimming in Danish
port (7)
5. Footballer follows red butterfly to Sandwich pub (7,4)
6. Organ in Kearsney Abbey (3)
9. Invigorating grape drink, Cava perhaps?
(9,4)
11. Prison officer joins club for cocktail (11)
15. Singer agitates Jason, LOL! (2,6)
16. Pale? Must go up for beer (7)
20. Boudicca’s people running Norfolk brewery (5)
22. Whiskey from Sussex (3)

Answers on Page 61
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QUEEN’S ARMS
Cowden Pound

C

hannel Draught has often The Queen’s Arms, Cowden Pound
made reference to the
Queen's Arms at Cowden Pound
near Edenbridge, a pub whose
character and style would have
seemed an anachronism forty
years ago in 1973 when its present
landlady Elsie Maynard took over
the tenancy, and which has
changed little since. A regular destination or stopping off point for
lovers of real ale and traditional
pubs, it has just celebrated a hundred years in the same family, Elsie's grandfather having taken it on in 1913, the
year before the outbreak of WWI. However, its fame has now spread further, and
the centenary anniversary saw write ups in the press in January – locally by Jane
Bakowski, and nationally by Simon Holden in the Weekend Telegraph.
Now owned by Admiral Taverns, it was originally tied to the Kelsey Brewery of Tunbridge Wells. A licence was hard to get in her grandfather's time, says Elsie, as
there were pubs closing down even then, but he was successful, and when he died
it passed to her parents. After her father died in 1940, she and her mother ran it
between them. Elsie was born in the pub and would spend the rest of her working
life there. “I've never wanted to be anywhere else,” she says, “I haven't been
abroad, and the furthest I've travelled is to Salisbury to see my cousin.”
Unlike much of the modern licensed trade, choice at the Queen's Arms is severely
restricted. There is just one real ale, Adnams Bitter and no trace of the rows of keg
fonts that adorn many a bar top, the Adnams being the only draught beer sold and
lager strictly forbidden: “I've never had lager here and never will,” says Elsie, “In the
first place it's too expensive and my customers can't afford it. Real beer is made
with hops.” Optics number just six, crisps are salted only (no flavours), and if you
require something more substantial there
is bread, cheese and pickles – the pickles once courtesy of Elsie herself, who
one year bottled 200 lbs. And of course
there is no jukebox, although musicians
are welcomed, including folk group
Elsie's Band, which has been performing
there for many years.
Elsie’s Mother Annie Maynard

Elsie herself is diminutive, and is now
into her eighties and rather frail, suffi-
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ciently so to be unable to serve. However her loyal regular customers are always
willing to help – working behind the bar, looking after the cellar, and keeping the
fire going in winter. Her visits to the bar are less frequent than they used to be, but
she still likes to chat and exchange the news, moving about with the help of a
rather singular aid to walking – a tea trolley, which always heralds her arrival by the
squeaking of its wheels.
Hours are as curtailed as the choice of sustenance: evenings only from 17.00, plus
Sunday lunchtimes, and just one bar is normally in use, the one with the open fire.
On Sunday the locals have a tradition of bringing in their own food, and the last
time Roger Marples visited there was a range of these on the bar. Someone had
also been gathering chestnuts which could be roasted on the roaring fire.
Over the years its customers have changed a lot, The late Roger Marples
in the past being mainly from the agricultural and (left centre) at the
service community including, at one time, thirty Queen’s Arms with Elsie
two butlers from the big houses in the area. And
not all its customers, could have been classed as
desirable. Among the more notorious was John
Haigh the acid bath murderer who disposed of at
least six victims in this manner during the 1940s.
Queen's Arms regular, and local vet and pub historian, John Hawkridge says: “he would turn up in
a smart sports car with his latest girlfriend. He
travelled from Crawley and liked the pub because
it was quiet and in a pretty part of the world.” At
about the same time there could also be a touch
of the Wild West about the place, some customers still turning up carrying handguns from the war. “We'd ask them to leave them
outside or put them in a plastic bag behind the bar until they left," says Elsie.
Its current owners do not expect much to change while Elsie remains in charge.
Enquiring once about her future plans the pubco was informed that she would only
be leaving there in a box. Little has changed since before WWII and the public bar
is just the same as it was in the 1930s. A recent customer coming back after forty
years was amazed to see the crisps still stored in the same biscuit tin while the
clock on the wall dates from the first days of her grandfather's tenancy. The main
difference has been the construction of toilets which replaced “an old iron pot at the
back.”
The Queen's Arms continues to thrive when many other pubs have closed. Elsie
maintains that the secret to running a successful pub is to be nice to customers
and listen to what they say. “People love the pub because we know them all,” she
says, “we've known their fathers and their grandfathers.” The pub's future though is
uncertain. Elsie hopes that it will still be a pub in a hundred years but fears its owners will sell it once she relinquishes the reins. Whatever happens though it will almost certainly not remain the quiet unchanging backwater that it is today. As Roger
Marples used to say, visit it while you can.

Martin Atkins
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TWO NEW KENT BREWERIES
The brewing resurgence continues in Kent
SPENCER'S BREWERY (with thanks to Marsh Mash) After several months of
speculation, and following a successful career in the aerospace industry, rocket
engineer Dr Brian Spencer (67), started brewing in Ashford in the New Year, a new
enterprise for him, but not for his family, who were brewers in Yorkshire in the late
19th century and first half of the 20th century. In 1874 his great grandfather Walter
Spencer, is recorded as a brewer of alcoholic ginger ale and lemonade and a supplier of mineral waters in Halifax, and the enterprise, W Spencer's Brewery, continued until its closure in 1950. Both Brian's father and grandfather worked there, and
the family connection with brewing has never been forgotten. As a child he remembers seeing the old stoneware ginger ale bottles with the W. Spencer name and
logo stamped upon them.
The brewery is situated on Cobbs Wood Industrial Estate, and maintains brewing in Ashford following the
sudden and unexpected closure of Abigale last autumn. With the help of his wife, Leah and languagesgraduate son, James, he is planning to produce fine
cask and bottled beers, using a variety of Kentish,
American and Australian hops. The current range comprises three beers – a Copper Bronze Bitter made
from selected American hops, a light golden ale called
‘Blonde’ made from traditional Kent hops, and the most
recently launched, Galaxy Golden Ale, its name echoing a life spent in the space industry. According to
James, who is the brewery’s sales director, successful
trial runs of all three have been carried out at a dozen local pubs, including The
Firkin Alehouse in Folkestone.
CAVEMAN BREWERY According to the brewery's website, during rebuilding work
at the George and Dragon Swanscombe, workers stumbled on a tribe of Cavemen
(and Cavewomen) in a walled- up section of the cellar. Descendants of the
Swanscombe Man, they have been living there and in adjacent abandoned cellars
of Galley Hill for millennia. Having sampled beer throughout the ages they have
decided to use their expertise to form their own brewery.
At the time of writing, however, work is still going on to convert the cellar, and
brewing in the meantime has been carried on at Kent Brewery's site at Birling.
When all equipment is installed and working (latest estimate being mid April), production will be 4.5 barrels at a time, with brewing planned initially for twice a week
although they have capacity for double that.
First two brews were Citra – 4.1% pale ale with US Citra hops – which appeared at
Chambers Easter festival, and Chinook – 4.3% malty pale ale with amber malt and
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US Chinook hops. Once the George and Dragon is up and running they have plans
for five new ales, described as follows:Palaeolithic – 3.8% pale ale (grapefruit and citrus
hop aroma). Named after the Paleolithic remains
of Swanscombe man.
Troglodyte – 5.6% porter (big roasty character
and subtle hop aroma).
Neanderthal – 4.6% best bitter (subtle caramel
and roast malts).
Megalithic – 5.9% IPA
Clovis Point Brown Ale – 5.2% West Coast brown
ale (roasty, caramel malt sweetness and big
American hoppy character). Named after early
American Clovis point spears.
Beers so far have mostly been sold in London while local outlets include the Rum
Puncheon in Gravesend, Orpington Liberal Club, Dartford WMC and the Vigo. In
due course bottle conditioned beers are planned
www.cavemanbrewery.co.uk.

The Three Cups
59 Crabble Hill Dover CT17 0RX
01304204844
www.thethreecups.co.uk
A Warm Welcome Awaits All
Good selection of Cask Ales always
available - frequently changing range,
includes, Courage, Harveys, Sharps,
Doombar, Cottage Brewery Ales,
Timothy Taylor Landlond plus others.
Fine Wine available
by the glass or bottle
Monday to Fri day 10am to Close. Sunday 12pm to Close
Bar Snacks available
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SHORTS
Village Closures New research by NFU Mutual shows that in the past year one in
three villages has seen a local pub or shop close. For pub loss Wales and the
North West have been worst hit with almost half the villages losing a pub. A fifth of
rural dwellers questioned said that closure of their pub had directly reduced opportunities to socialise and nearly one in ten now have to travel by car incurring extra
petrol costs.
Champion Hop A fuggle hop grown by James Rickard of Rickard Farm near Canterbury has been named champion hop at this year's Institute of Brewing and Distilling's annual British Hop Competition. The competition started in 1944 and this
year 122 samples were submitted by 45 growers from across Britain.
1872 Wins Again For the second time in three years Elland Brewery's 1872 Porter
has won CAMRA's Champion Winter Beer of Britain. award from CAMRA, the
Campaign for Real Ale, for their excellent ‘1872 Porter’. CAMRA Director Nik Antona, commented that historic styles such as porter, old Ale and barley had become very rare and were in danger of disappearing completely. Thankfully of late
there has been a considerable revival.
Benefits of Hops Researchers from the University of Washington have determined the configuration of humulone molecules which are derived from hops. This
could potentially allow isolated humulones and their derivatives to be used in new
pharmaceutical compounds as they have beneficial effects on diabetes, some
forms of cancer, inflammation and even weight loss. A beer a day keeps the doctor
away?
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15th Century
Pub and
Restaurant
with
4 Star
accommodation
****

Come and enjoy a pint of real ale with a choice of Gadds
plus three other regularly changing cask ales
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

Large garden, conservatory and barbeque patio
Ideal for wedding receptions - large marquee
Coaches welcomed by appointment
Children's play area. Baby changing room
Daily changing specials board featuring local
produce, as well as our comprehensive bar and
à la carte menus, all our veg home grown in Worth
Air conditioned restaurant & conservatory
Accommodation with 6 rooms, all en-suite
Wifi internet

Monday-Saturday 12 - 2.30pm & 6pm - 11pm
Sunday 12 - 4.30pm (to 9.30pm during summer months)
St. Crispin Inn, The Street, Worth, Nr Deal, Kent
Telephone: 01304 612081
www.stcrispininn.com
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CRAFT BEERS
Whilst not always Real Ale, the expanding range of
craft beer is offering increasing choice

O

nce upon a time there were breweries, beer and pubs. Breweries were substantial premises, often prominently sited in a provincial town, who brewed
beer (mild and bitter mainly, plus a range of bottled ales) for the town and the surrounding area, and which they sold largely through local pubs, most of which they
owned. This was the model developed by the mid 20th century, and while appearing quite satisfactory for the average British drinker, was not at all sufficient for the
ambitions of big business. Over the succeeding decades most brewing was concentrated into a few giant establishments, local brews were dropped in favour of
national brands (mainly keg) and lager (always keg) – both of which were generally
more expensive, gassy and to many of us distinctly lacking in flavour.
Ripped off? Many felt they were. CAMRA started the fight back in 1971, and along
with their campaign to re-invigorate beer and promote real ale came a completely
new style of brewer – the micro-brewer. Enthusiastic and dedicated to producing
good beer, the micro industry has thrived, and now numbers over a thousand
across the country.
Most had very traditional aspirations and were content to recreate the beers and
ales that were being neglected by their larger cousins. Some, however, the craft
brewers went off in completely new directions, creating beers with new and unusual, and often very strong flavours, and which unlike real ales were not necessarily unpasteurised, or cask or bottle conditioned. Development of the style has
often come from younger brewers, and the market tends to be younger drinkers,
with USA and Canada having been very much in the forefront.
In this country one of the leading exponents of craft beer is Brew Dog of Fraserburgh, probably best known for its production of extremely strong beers and its
current refusal to brew cask- conditioned ale. Set up in 2007 with a loan of
£20,000, the brewery has expanded rapidly, opening a chain of bars across the
country, which totalled ten by the start of this year, with a further six planned. It is
also looking to set up bars abroad – Stockholm and Sao Paulo initially with maybe
two others. Last year it had sales of £12m and expects that to rise to £18m this
year. It exports to 32 markets, including China.
Although Brew Dog hardly adheres to CAMRA principles, co-founder James Watt
echoed many a CAMRA member when he commented, “More and more people
are becoming frustrated at the lack of choice in the UK beer industry, which is
dominated by faceless corporations making lowest common denominator yellow
liquid. Other British brewers of craft beers include Summer Wine Brewery, Camden
Brewery and Thornbridge of Jaipur IPA fame.
Interest is expanding rapidly, and in February this year the old Truman Brewery in
Spitalfields hosted the Craft Beer Rising Festival to promote craft beers to 1000
buyers from pubs and the retail sector, including supermarkets Sainsbury and
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Waitrose. The event was organised by Daniel Rowntree, licensee at the Old Nun's
Head, Nunhead in South London, after he had identified increasing demand for
interesting local beers. “The general customer is getting excited about this, it's not
niche any more.” he said, while Tony Jerome, speaking for CAMRA, commented,
“It's exciting to see more trendy, 20-somethings getting interested in beer. While
beer isn't always real ale, a vibrant British beer market that offers choice can only
be good for consumers and British Pubs.”
Perhaps the most significant development has been the setting up of a craft beer
division by the Canadian/US brewing giant Molson Coors. The company has substantial investments in the UK and Ireland, having acquired a large part of Bass in
2002, including the Worthington brand; Sharp's of Rock in Cornwall in 2011; and
earlier this year the Franciscan Wells brands and micro-brewery in Cork. The company, which already owns several craft breweries in North America, expects craft
beers to account for 10% of the Irish beer market by 2017, and is constructing a
75,000hl keg brewery to supply both this, and export markets. “For us” the company said, “craft beer is about amazing beers from creative inspired brewers that
capture the imagination of the growing number of craft beer drinkers.”

Martin Atkins
Mike & Ena would like to welcome you to the

The Kings Head
204 Wincheap, Canterbury, Kent, CT1 3RY
Tel & Fax 01227 462885
Friendly traditional 15th century oak beamed inn
CAMRA 2013 Good Beer Guide Entry – 3 Star En-Suite Bed & Breakfast
Food available every evening plus weekend lunchtimes – Thursday Curry Night Sunday Roast
Real Ales – Harveys Sussex Best – Greene King IPA – plus 2 Guest Beers
sourced locally and countrywide. Kentish Pip real cider.

Selection of pub games plus darts and bar billiards – Bat & Trap pitch
Sky Sports - Secluded outdoor drinking area at rear - Heated smoking shelter
Available for small functions and meetings
Close to city centre and Canterbury East Railway Station - Public car park nearby
Open Mon - Thur 12 till 2.30 and 4.45 till 12
Friday and Saturday 12 till 12 – Sunday 12 till 11.30

Email: thekingshead@wincheap.wanadoo.co.uk
http://www.smoothhound.co.uk/hotels/thekingshead.html
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BLACK COUNTRY BLUES
A tale of pubs, beer, snoring and heavy luggage

The Beery Boaters 2012 End of Year Trip

T

his Beery Boaters account, unlike what you might have read in Channel
Draught before, which I consider to be no more than a list of pubs and beers,
has been written with a different focus; this account is going to be a real insight into
what actually happened during the trip with no holds barred, and might well be
what you could expect to happen if you were to partake on a future trip. Although to
be fair, it has been written through my eyes. (Indeed, very much through your eyes)
SATURDAY What was supposed to be a prompt 8 o’clock start from 6 Park Road
started at 8.30 when the “late” Martin Atkins arrived with a car load of luggage,
some of which almost needed a fork lift to move it. Chris Baxter and Terry Easley
following along in the transport Jag’ for those who wouldn’t fit in my van: for some
reason nobody was interested in travelling up in the back, on the warm and soft
dung sacks. With Bruv’ John Underdown and Bruv’ Dave Underdown picked up,
sat-nav primed for our start-off point at Tardebigge, and van finally loaded, we at
long last, were off, only 40 minutes late.
Different routes proved interesting, the Jaguar deciding to go M20/A25 while the
sat-nav took me and Bruv’ John along the M2. Sat-nav won by 1½ hours with a
route through the centre of London, where entertainment came from Bruv’ John’s
bladder which needed tending to, and with nowhere to stop I was quite expecting a
bit more fidgeting, sweating and swearing. Alas a small garage provided the facilities John was after.
Robert Miller, however, travelling by train was there before either of us and making
himself at home on the narrowboat when Bruv' John and I arrived, only to be
moaned at, when John, whose bladder obviously needed filling again, found the
kettle wasn’t on. Eventually the transport Jaguar arrived with the rest of the crew
and we started to load baggage onto the boat. The heavyweight case came to light
again, and after some consultation we decided it was a health hazard for lifting and
moving. To this day I still do not know what was in it, but I have my theories, which
you’ll find out about later, and it belonged to of all people Martin Atkins.
One member, unfortunately, not able to be present, and who had kindly organised
the entire trip was Jim Green, booked in, as he was, for a hip operation. His waterways pub lists proved invaluable, though, especially as we had to go in the direction of Birmingham, instead of his planned route: the boatyard being uncertain on
the state of the Severn following the recent heavy rain. Before that, final sleeping
arrangements had to be sorted out – Martin and Chris both keen to sleep in the
galley. Both being big blokes, I can see their point, and probably why they need to
eat so much. Martin Atkins eventually winning on the toss of a coin, or whatever,
and both at some stage in the argument having changed tact – “No, you sleep
there, I’ll go astern,” and “no, you can have it.”
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Our first night's stop was Alvechurch a couple of miles from Tardebigge, where we
moored just down from the Weighbridge, with its regular selection of ales from a
variety of micros including the local Weatheroak. Had we been a week earlier we
would also have had benefit of a beer festival, but that evening it had yet to open,
so we walked along the towpath for ten minutes to the Crown, where the real ale
was Abbot plus guest – that evening Wolf Straw Dog. We stayed for several pints.
Towards 7pm a phone call came through from Jim, which Martin Atkins took on his
mobile and kept to himself out of ear-shot, although I think that was mostly due to
the pub noise level. Could it have been Jim asking to be let out of that heavyweight
bag I wonder? By the time we returned to the Weighbridge it was dark, but good
pub grub was on offer. None of your, Blooming Hestonthal gastronomic nightmares, but some of the traditional local meals. Both Martin and Chris who had ordered faggots, had a loud discussion about their respective size. Well seven blokes
on a narrowboat together fighting about the size of their faggots and who had the
biggest, raised a few eyebrows and made me feel uneasy, but I’m sure the locals
knew what they were on about, and I’d have been pleased to have two large ones.
I suppose envy and gluttony overruled decorum, but eventually all ended well when
the pair decided to swap them.
SUNDAY The first morning after the night before, and having slept like logs, the
dispensary opens for all the geriatric pill poppers to keep their aged bodies fit and
functional for another day's activity and drink: a colourful display of tablets that
would be the envy of any confectioner’s window. Thank goodness the sniffer dogs
or customs aren’t around. I too had my share, but the sensible tablets hadn’t been
working for weeks, and I didn’t want to overdose on the beauty ones again.
Terry was the chief cook and bottle washer, and eventually managing to get Martin
out of the galley where he festered during the night (cobblers, as always, I was up
at crack of set off time), started the cooking of breakfast, producing a smell of fried
eggs, bacon and beans – very questionable on such a narrow and confined boat. I
anticipated the trumpet involuntary for the wake up call each morning. They do like
an early start, I will say. Something I’m not used to while on holiday, but neither am
I used to a full English breakfast, and that sort of upset my metabolism a little, but
more of that later.
Chris was first on the tiller, and with
all the grace of a drunk man on Dave Underdown steering in the
speed, (obviously the tablets haven’t Wolverhampton Lock flight
taken effect yet, or perhaps they
had, or perhaps it's the D.T.’s) continued to wake us all up properly, by
weaving the boat from side to side,
travelling through low branches, and
hitting both sides of the bank – although Terry isn’t happy with his
fried eggs slipping about in the pan.
Yes, the beans were probably not a
good move, but then again I didn’t
suffer from wind (I wouldn't take a
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vote on it), the rest of the crew did. All noise and no do, I’m afraid. I felt egg bound
for the first couple of days. Terry was the same as I found out one morning when I
thought the toilet was empty. That’ll teach Terry not to lock the door when he's doing the crossword.
A couple of hours down the canal and we reached Birmingham. I’m not sure if Birmingham was ready for my “native look”, which got a few strange stares and the
odd comment. Part African and part American, I had donned colourfully laced moccasin boots, leopard print camouflaged trousers, tee-shirt depicting the planes of
America, leopard print headband to keep the hair out of my eyes and feathers just
to finish things off. Well, hey, it’s my first holiday for 12 years and I’m going to remember this one, as no doubt will those I’m on holiday with. It’s certainly a damn
good ice-breaker, and always gets the locals talking. One black geeza actually
stops me in the street, says he loves the feathers and is impressed with the colour
co-ordination. In the pubs the landlords usually want to know what tribe I’m from,
but unfortunately once talking I get mistaken for a Londoner, which is funny really,
as in Dover I get accused of coming from Cornwall.
We had moored up in Gas Street Basin, and lunchtime initially started at the Wellington with its enormous ale range (and no food), followed by what was intended
to be a short stop at the Prince of Wales (with “benefit” of trendy redecoration since
last visit), but were waylaid by good beer and a half decent band playing old rock
covers. Sunday, it transpired, was to remain in Birmingham.
Certain three legged tables in the Prince of Wales, prove to be a bit of a daft design; they tip just a little too easily and render full pints on the floor. A damn waste,
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but good for business for the licensee I should think. I hadn’t had that many when I
tipped the table and knocked them flying, causing a puddle beneath the Underdown Bruvs like an incontinence corner, and leaving one sporting a rather embarrassing stain around the crotch that I couldn't help pointing out to the barmaid
clearing it up. But the band played on, and I was obliged to replenish the spilt liquor.
Apparently I’d been de-feathered by the time we got to the next pub, called the
Shakespeare, and was just down to the two. I don’t think it was trophy hunters but
the wind, and not mine. Bruv’ John aimlessly wandering off in front of us at a rate of
knots (obviously his tablets hadn’t kicked in), got lost. At least he knew the name of
the pub, but there are two of those in Birmingham, and I think some locals directed
him to the wrong one. He eventually met up with us just as we were finishing our
food. That was more or less it for the night, apart from another couple of beers (at
the Post Office Vaults), and back to the boat for another rest in anticipation for yet
another early start the next day.
MONDAY Wake up call is a combination of honking geese on the tow path (in Gas
St Basin?) and someone’s mobile phone set to alarm, which apparently no one
knew how to switch off. Shave, shower and something else starting with S set the
water pump off, which unfortunately was situated directly by my bunk: all this and
Bruv’ John standing pissing into a bucket decided me to get up. Oh, and Bruv’
Dave murdering a tune on the harmonica, from the other end of the barge; or was it
those geese again? By 8 o’clock all the necessary things had been done, Terry has
cooked the breakfast and we were again off.
We took the Old Main Line – up Smethwick Locks, under the M5, past the derelict
looking Titford Flight, and on past Oldbury, to arrive at Tipton at midday – all to the
accompaniment of Blaster Bates courtesy of Skellie. Into the excellent Fountain,
home once to the famous boatman turned bare knuckle champion, Bill Perry
(Tipton Slasher) and now, although being a tied Banks house, offering up to four
beers from other breweries: also good value cobs and daily specials. A couple of
pints and one or two cobs later, and we set course for the obligatory Pie Factory,
on our way as we crossed the canal, being passed,
as in Stone on the Spring trip, by the steam powered duo President and Kildare.
The Pie Factory served some damn good beer and
a Desperate Dan Pie that not even Martin and Chris
were brave enough to attempt, though Chris had gut
ache, so he can be let off. I wonder whether those
faggots were getting their own back? (However,
several took advantage of the Monday special – pint
and meal for a fiver). And the steering of the boat at
afternoon kick off had nothing to do with beer or
Chris taking the tiller again, but more to do with
Bruv’ Dave, taking his eye off the water to capture
more photographs of rusty sheds, dilapidated
cranes and piles of bricks, and bouncing us off a Outside the
Pie Factory
couple of banks at roughly a 60 degree angle.
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Wolverhampton treated us to the Great Western Bratch Locks
and produced our evening meal. The majority
plumping for another of the local specialities, a
hot pork roll, but one musical man (Chris) still
suffering from bad guts decided to go for the
Grey pea and bacon stodge cum soup/cum
stew, another local speciality. We awaited the
bugle call the following morning.
TUESDAY Weather holding remarkably well for
the Wolverhampton flight of 21 locks. No problems and we managed it in two hours flat.
Robert manning those toward our destination,
Martin those behind, John loitering between the
two with me, and Dave and Chris doing their bit
with the steering. Terry asleep, doing the crossword, hopefully with the latch down this time, or
waiting for the bumps and preparing breakfast.
Turning left at the bottom we, we headed first for Compton to water up, but beware
its lock. What looks like a vent hole close to the paddle mechanism, squirts like a
whale if you open the paddles a bit too quickly, and standing with legs open I received an enema that would give any bidet a run for its money. Robert and Terry
are now wishing that Martin was with them rather than Chris, as he has a habit of
turning into a lumberjack when asleep and mimicking the sound of sawing. We
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think he’s making a dining table. On the other hand, they had no idea what Martin
would be like following evenings, but more about that later.
Towards lunchtime it started raining and we stopped at the Round Oak, Wombourne, a Marston's corporate eatery selling Banks, Cockerhoop and Fortyniner.
For the evening it was Swindon where, above the lock, there is a clear stretch with
mooring rings. The rain by now had stopped. The Green Man, 100 yards from the
canal, was very welcoming with a two course meal for under £5. This was followed
by the Old Bush, just up the road, and included in the corner of the room what appeared to be an effigy of Jim Green. I assumed he’d finally escaped from Martin's
bag.
Back on the boat knackered and anticipating another early start Mr. Atkins is as
restless as a boiling box of frogs. Can he sleep? Good grief no, and if he can’t he
makes damn sure that no one else can either. If Chris had been this end at least
we’d have got a table to show for it. Almost two hours of turfing out bags, folding
things up, making coffee, putting his bed down, slamming the cupboard doors,
swearing as he stubs his toe, coughing....... Lucky for Terry, Chris and Robert at
the blunt end of the boat who didn’t get the full rendition, but I assume Dave did,
and I know me and John certainly did, ...... all bloody night long (slight exaggeration, unless it was my snoring kept you awake).
WEDNESDAY Still feeling egg bound, I put it down to lack of exercise and decided
on a run up the tow path. For some reason nobody else was interested. 1½ miles
upwards to a couple of bridges and then a mile back to catch up with the boat. It
needed quite a run back as well, as this had certainly done the trick – something
that resembled a walnut whip later. I felt back to normal again and ready for another day's drinking.
As I have pointed out before, when Bruv Dave is on the tiller beware, especially
when old tins come floating by, or he sees a rusty shed. At time of writing we are
half way in some poor woman’s garden and fast approaching her patio double
doors. I suppose each of us are strange in our own ways, Robert probably the least
so, but then again he does eat burgers with a knife and fork; the rest of us usually
use a trough.
Lunchtime we spent in Stourbridge, mooring, after a lot of complicated manoeuvring at the entrance to the basin which we
found wholly occupied by “residents”. A
boarded up premises overlooking it we
assumed to have been the Moorings Tavern, so we headed into town where we
discovered the Duke William – home to
Craddock's Brewery, with eight hand
pumps, cider and thirty plus continental
beers. For the evening we moored between locks 13 and 14 on the Stourbridge
flight, and walked 200 yards to the bridge
on the Stourbridge/Wordsley road. Left and Inside Ma Pardoe’s
downhill to the Rose & Crown, a music pub
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with open fire (not unlike Louis Armstrong) and then up the hill to Batham's New
Inn.
Unable, as mentioned earlier, to follow Jim's planned instructions, his pub lists had
proved their worth. In fact probably good he wasn’t with us, as from what I know of
Jim he’d not have taken a blind bit of notice of the conditions and got us stuck in a
tunnel, whose water was too high. Anyway, our “make it up on a daily basis” route
was certainly working well and the evening finished off with a Chinese take away.
THURSDAY A 7am start to complete the Stourbridge flight and then the Delph
Eight, watering at Blowers Green before mooring at Netherton and proceeding to
Ma Pardoe's for (in my case at least) several pints of the superb Entire. On the way
back stopping to look at the replica Titantic anchor – the original having been made
locally.
Officially the Old Swan, it has been known as Ma Pardoe’s since time immemorial,
her having owned and served there for a millennium. I had another of the area’s
specialities, that hot pork sandwich, this time with stuffing and gravy. You can just
imagine the mess I made.
The evening again was spent in Wolverhampton. Having moored up and visited
the Great Western, we moved on towards
the town centre, whereupon we had to
endure several rants from Mr. Atkins
about modern cities being geared for cars
and not pedestrians, when a safety fence
took us some 100 yards (felt more like
half mile) out of our way. I am sure he
was at least two foot off the ground during
these outbursts (highly unlikely). Our first
The Great Western, Wolverhampton
stop, the Posada was, to my mind, a disappointing pub, whose beer although
plentiful, was all of low gravity, although it was a recommended stop, being GBG
and Jim knowing it of old. Unlike some of the others on board, who appear to be
quantity men, I prefer stronger and less – at least I don’t have to get up several
times in the evening.
There were now stirrings of mutiny, with half wanting to go back to the Great Western, and the others on to Wetherspoons. Well, some of us had the 50p off tickets to
hand. Not sure why some on board detest Wetherspoons, probably because they
are too successful. Anyway, the splitting of the ways happened, but in the end
none of us managed to get to Wetherspoons. While some returned to the Great
Western, those Wetherspoons bound were pointed, by kindly locals, in the direction
of a real ale pub that had only been open a couple of months: the Lychgate with a
compliment of about sixteen real ales. Eventually back to the boat moorings, and
there was something missing….. the boat. Some yobs had obviously slipped the
moorings and let us adrift. However, it had come to rest some 20yds away at the
top of the locks, and we soon had it back where it was supposed to be.
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I apparently caused a panic during the night by urinating into a bucket. The tinkling
sound, like a nanny goat peeing into a tin bath, not only aroused Martin, who had
fallen asleep over a paper (he doesn’t seem to go to bed before 2 o’clock), but also
Bruv’ John who jumped out of bed thinking we were sinking. Own back for all the
times he’d evacuated on previous nights right by my ear hole. Evidently I was supposed to have got closer to the target, so I was told, but my aim was good.
FRIDAY Last damn day and we worked our way back to Birmingham which was
full of yellow attired security men for a political party conference. Would they have
known the difference between us beery boaters and those in charge running the
country? We found a pub that from the inside looked like it should have been a
Wetherspoons, and had a so called beer festival on. I enjoyed three ⅓ pint glasses
of different quality beers. That’s the way to do it, I thought, and got a 10% discount
for being a CAMRA member as well. However, the service was slow, the manager
didn't seem to have a clue, and it made me think that perhaps some of our crew’s
thoughts regarding Wetherspoons were indeed correct, though this was not a
Wetherspoons, and for a beer festival was empty.
Finally that evening it was back to the Weighbridge, for the meal we had booked on
our first night. At long last I tasted those faggots, and yes, they do encourage that
trumpet involuntary in the mornings. That’s the sound of a confident man, I always
say.
SATURDAY That morning we were awoken
by a classic Martin Atkins rant. “Where’s my
keys? Curse. I dropped them on the floor,
found them, put them in my pocket and now
they are gone again.” This lasted about five
minutes, the boat rocking about as he paced
up and down swearing and cursing, and then
it suddenly went quiet… “Ah, I put them in
the other pocket.” These beery boaters holidays is like being on board with Basil Fawlty,
Victor Meldrew, Alf Garnet and the entire
cast of Last of the Summer Wine. (Better in
fact)
And so back to where we started. The tiller was sensibly taken from our hands by
those hiring the boat while he showed us how it should be turned around without
carving a new channel into the banks. (We'll have to get you on the tiller next time,
Paul). Bags packed into the vehicles, group photos taken and we are off back
home unfortunately. An experience I will certainly never forget, and I don’t believe
any of the crew will either.
Nothing to report in driving back, and actually both vehicles arriving within 30 seconds of each other at home. I did however forget to retrieve my rechargeable batteries off Chris who had borrowed them for his camera, but gained them two weeks
later, fully discharged. I await the photographs.

Paul Skelton (additional commentary in italics - Martin Atkins)
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LAST KNOCKINGS
The Fountain, Tipton
The Fountain, Tipton This edition's exploits of the Beery Boaters
relates to last autumn's re-directed
trip around the West Midlands, a
region of particularly excellent and
noteworthy pubs. Among the more
famous watering holes – the Great
Western, Ma Pardoe's, Bull and
Bladder or Prince of Wales – the
Fountain is comparatively little
known, and probably best remembered as home to the mid 19th century bare knuckle champion of
England, Bill Perry, otherwise
known as the Tipton Slasher. It is,
however, a most excellent establishment, retaining, as much as any pub, the feel of a traditional local. It lies in Tipton High St., 20 yards or so down from the canal bridge, and if travelling by narrowboat, mooring is easy, with space alongside the small canal-side park opposite,
where is also a statue of the aforementioned prize fighter.

Now a single bar, the pub is comfortable and cosy without feeling confined. Regular beer is from Banks, as good a standard pub pint as you will come across, but
also, on this last trip, we found four additional pumps had been added, offering a
range of guests. Food includes excellent value cobs with a variety of fillings and
daily specials – on this visit beef stew at £3, which had we not been destined in
due course for the famous Pie Factory (10 mins away), would have almost certainly
received our attention. Should you be in the Black Country don't miss it.
Minimum Pricing From the very start David Cameron's plan to introduce minimum pricing for alcohol stirred up significant opposition from his own party including several senior cabinet members. Such interference with the free play of market
forces has always been seen as “nanny statism” by elements of the libertarian
right. Many of us have often taken issue with excessive “nannying” but, I think it fair
to say, only when concerning matters whose impact was restricted to the individual
or individuals concerned. In this instance the impact is widespread, affecting not
just the health of those who over indulge, but the town and city centres who are
subjected to their behaviour, and the struggling public house who has not the
slightest possibility of matching prices as low as 20-25p a pint. Whatever the true
motive of the anti minimum price brigade, argument always seems to devolve to
the poor pensioner who might be deprived of their weekly bottle of wine – “always
knock back a bottle of cheap merlot while we're watching Strictly and the lottery
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results.”
Moaning Minnies While real ale lovers were celebrating the Chancellor's abandonment of the beer duty escalator and the first cut in beer duty for about forty
years, not everyone was cheering. The Wine and Spirit Trade Association, displaying comradely affection for their cousins in brewing, were calling foul and threatening to take legal advice on the separation of its products from beer. Short memories. In 2008, when former Chancellor Alistair Darling put 4p on a pint of beer, raising duty by 13%, he raised wine and spirit duty by only 10%, and this had followed
ten years of budgets from Gordon Brown when the beer duty rose every year (26%
between 1997 and 2007). And what was the respective increase for wine and spirits over that period – 16% and 3%. If I were involved in the wine and spirit business I would keep my mouth shut.
No News – No Good One of our newer landlords recently indicated surprise that
his pub, and various events he had organised had received no mention in Channel
Draught. I can appreciate his frustration. At CAMRA we are always encouraging
pubs to push real ale, try different brews and act as a home for local events, meetings and general socialising – i.e. a community centre. However, we can only publish what we know, and although he says Branch members have visited him, nothing was communicated to us. As producers of a CAMRA Branch magazine, in
which one of the more arduous tasks is the compilation of Local News, nothing
pleases us more than lots and lots of news, tittle-tattle, rumour, scandal or anything
that might take up a few lines. So, landlords, drinkers or anyone else who has anything they feel might interest us, send it straight here:
martin_atkins_camra@yahoo.co.uk.
He was also concerned that his pub's geographical location might have weighed
against it, and here he does have a point. Of course we do not deliberately neglect
pubs in the more distant corners of the Branch, but unfortunately most of the active
membership is concentrated into a couple of areas within the Branch, and with the
best will in the world we cannot give as much attention to that which is ten to fifteen
miles away as is just round the corner. We do, though, make a determined effort to
hold one or two branch meetings each year in our more “outlying pubs.” However,
the best solution would be for local CAMRA members to be a little more active and
communicate more with us.
Nigel Farage While canvassing for the County Council Elections UKIP leader
Nigel Farage was regularly photographed inside a pub with a pint of beer in his
hand. We trust that this was good English bitter, as so it seemed, or at least ale of
some sort, and of course cask conditioned. We always understood Nigel liked a
glass or two of wine but if he enjoys our national drink more power to his elbow, in
every sense. And if UKIP want to garner more votes a commitment to support real
ale and the British pub would do them no harm at all.
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CROSSWORD
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Local Information &
Useful Numbers
Dover Tourist Info
Folk Tourist Info
Dover Police Stn
Folk Police Stn

01304 205108
01303 258594
01303 240055
01303 850055

Dover Taxis
A1
A2B
Central
Dover Club Travel
Star
Victory

01304 211111
01304 225588
01304 204040
01304 204420
01304 228822
01304 228888

Deal Taxis
AI Cars
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Direct Cars
Jacks Cars
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Sandwich Taxis
Sandwich Cars

01304 617424

Folkestone Taxis
Channel Cars
Chris’s Taxis
Folk. Taxi
Premier Cars

01303 252252
01303 226490
01303 252000
01303 279900

National Express
Stagecoach
National Rail Enq.

0870 5808080
0870 2433711
08457 484950

Trading Standards Office (East Kent)
01843 223380
Trading Standards Office (Mid Kent)
01303 850294

All numbers on this page were believed
correct at time of going to press.
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And Finally..............Beer helps the Cardinals chose a new Pope

I

t’s a tough job choosing a new Pope to be the spiritual leader of an estimated 1.2
billion Roman Catholics. What better way for a cardinal to make the isolation of
a papal conclave more pleasant than to enjoy a beer after the day’s deliberations
and voting. The monks of Norcia, a Benedictine monastery in San Benedetto, Italy
were the official suppliers of beer for the papal conclave. Fr. Benedict Nivakoff said
that on Monday, March 11, Brother John and Brother Francis drove the two and
half hours from the monastery to the Vatican to deliver several cases of ‘Birra Nursia’ to the cardinal electors who were staying at the Domus Sancta Martha. They
delivered the vital liquid just in time for the conclave doors to be sealed closed. Its
Director, Monsignor Battista Ricca, received the cases of beer on behalf of the
cardinals, who were busy preparing for the start of the conclave.
The monastery, which has been a religious community since the 10th century, is in
Norcia at the tip of the Umbria region. Brewing there only started on the 15th August 2012, the feast of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary. The name Birra
Nursia is derived from the Latin name for the City of Norcia.
It is understood that there is no truth in the rumour that the new Pope Francis was
only chosen when the supply of beer ran out.
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